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__ Within a few seconds after the explosion
a typical low altitude nuclear fireball emits
about a third of the weapon yield as infrared,
mible, and ulua\liolet radiation (see Figure 4-1).
This sudden pulse of thennal energy may dam
age any target that is susceptible to high temper
atures. The damage may take many forms, but
the effects that are most frequently of C("'"1cem
are rues that start as the result of ignition of
thin combustible materials (e.g., pc r or chit;(}
leaves) and injuries to personnel, in the form of

bum. The thermal pulse decays as the fireball
fa es. but there is DO specific time that marks
the end of the thermal radiaticn from the fire
ball. At late times, as the radioactive cloud rises,
the heated air in the nuclear "cloud still radiates
some thermal energy; however, this radiant
energy is released so slowly that it has little mili
tary importance. Therefore. in. this chapter, the
terms "thermal radiation phenom~""thermal
effeds." and ""thermal pulse" only pertain to
.~.... iJUrtion of the radiated energy that could be
termed the "prompt thennal pulse."

_ This restriction in the meanings of terms
suc!r:s "thermal effects" excludes a number of
nuclear burst phenomena that are themiaI in the
broader sense. For example, fireball rise is a
thermal effect; the fireball is buoyant for the
same reason that a hot-air balloon is buoyant.
Another effect that properly couICI be termed
thermal is the radiation of X-ray energy by the
nuclear source. The X-ray energy is the thermal
radiation that is characteristic of an extremely
high teinperatun: source (see Chapter 4). In
many situations, e.g.. low altitude bursts, this

radiation has no direct effect on targets, because
it is absorbed by air close to the source. In other
situations, notably aerospace vehicles exposed to
high altitude uetonations, this X-ray energy be
oomes one of the most important direct damage
mechanisms. This damage mechanism is dis-

. cussed in Section V, Chapter 9.

.~ RADIANT EXPOSURe •

FoW' variables detemune the effects of
the erma) pulse on a target:

• The amount of elierg)' that is incident on
the target.

• The time history of the thermal pulse.
• The spectral distribution of the radiant

energy.
• The directional characteristics of the inci

dent radiation, e.g., does it come directly
from the source. or is it scattered and
therefore arrives from many directions.

In most cases of milituy interest the first of the
variables is .dominanL A careful analysis c:3nnot
ignore the other three, but a preliminary evalua
tion of a thermal environment. for example, a
calculation to determine whether a thermal
problem exists, often can be based OD the total

received.
er;I The energy delivered by the thermal
pJllusually is specified in·terms of radianr ex
PoSUTe. the eDelIY per unit area incident on the
target surface. It is denoted by the symbol Q
and is conventiogdy measured in units of
calories per square centimeter (cal/cm2 ). The
factors that affect the radiant exposure are dis
cussed separately in the foDowing parasraphs.
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for biIber altitudes and higher
are disc:ussecl in paqraph 3-19; data for

surface bunts ~ desclibed. in paragraph 3-9,
and d8ta for special types of weapo!1S Ire de
scribed in puqrai'h 3-17.
~edltIJztftll: See puqraph 3-1. See
~phs3-9and3-19.

eliabllity _:
The shapes of the contour lines in FJS

me 3- , and the pree:ision with which values may
'- -'!ll~ from these lines sugest clearly estab
lished relations between yield, altitude, and ther
mal partition; however. the contour lines were
obtained by fittins curves to the IeSU1ts of com
puter code caIcu1ations. AJthoUBh ID8D¥ aspects
of the computed results bave been compared to
experimental da~ and the comparisons were
favorable, the thermal putitiolllil that the code
predicts line DOt been confirmed definitely.

Problem 3-1. Calculation of TIwnn8I P8rtiti0n

......J;"'1gUJ'e 3-1 contains a raDilly of curves
~v.: the thermal partition as a function oil
yield and height of burst. The data in Figure 3-1
apply to yields between 1 let and 10 Mt and to
burst altitudes from 180WO·4 feet (where W is

th1lE-eldin kt) to~OOOfeet.
- ample

iven: A lOt explosion at an altit".lde of
39,000 feet.

Fmd: The thermal energy that is radiated.
SolUIII"n: From FIgUre 3-1, the thennal

partition·
, Answ _ e thermal CIIeJ'IY radiated is

I
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3-2 ~~.
• As the thermal energy propagates away

frOm the fireball. the divergence that results
from the increasing area through which it passes
causes the radiant exposure to decrease as the
inverse square of the slant range. At a slant range
R centimeters from the source. the thermal
energy is distri~uted over a spherical area of
471'R2 • Since the thermal yield in calories is 1012

Wr. where W is the yield in kilotons. the radi
ant exposure at a distance R em in a clear atmo
sphere is

Q = l012WI ca1/cm2 •
4w;R2

II Kilofeet and kilometers are more am
wnient units than centimeters for measuring the
range from a nuclear burst. Appropriate conver
sion factors change the form of the equation to

Q = 100 WI = 7.96 WflR2 c:a1/cm2.
421'R~ kID

and

Q = 85.7 WflR~1 C8l/em2 •

where Rtm and Rtfl ar.e slant nmses in kilo
meters and kilofeet. respectively•

• TRANSMITTANCE .. "

• The equations presented abov~ ignored
the attenuation by the atmoIpheIe that would
affect the thermal energy uc;ejved by a tarset- In
many cases. puticuIuIy wheD the air is clear and
the range is abort, atmospheric attenuation is
not important. In other situations. s..--attcring
aDd absorption of thermal energy by the atmo
sphere can reduce the ainOlDlt of thmDal energy
reaching the tarset sipificantly.

" In addition to atmospheric ztenuation•
other effects" also must be considered. A cloud

, layer above a fireball can scatter radiation down
ward and can increase the thermal energy that
reaches the grolDld. If the grolDld also is highly
reflecting. e.~. if the IfOlDld is covered by a
layer of snow. further eDhancement of the ther
mal radiation may result.
..AD of these effects are approximated by

on:-l':ctor. the transmittance T. Transmittance
is the ratio of the radiant exposure at a target
facinB the fireball to the radiant exposure that
the target would receive if the intervening almo
sp~ereperfectly transparent.

_ Adding the transmittance factor to the
equations given in paragraph 3-2 aWes

Q =7.96 Wp cal/ 2
2 em •RkID

and

Q z 85.7 Wp cal/ 2
2 em •

Rtfl

The corresponding expressions for slant range in
terms ofyield and transmittance met

Rtm '" 2.82 ,JWPIQ.

Rtfl = 9.26 "WPIQ.

3-3 SpIcific8tion of T.....ltaIa •

• A difficult tuk in app1yiDa tnnsmit
tmce data to a thermal problem is deciding
which model atmosphere to use. Vuious model.0- tiIolDIl ...... 11112alalia <_ Ta1lIIl-1).

_A .. ' Plpdlat-....,.. tt ...tbtll_
aJIb' coaecl jf' ilia .--.ad a--n puliliDG. f - 113.
... die' "CI. T- LO.II ~apoaR.
_ IldJde IIIiIe IlI11aat Q-I OIIJ/~..tL
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II b :.--.:41:...1 •atmosp eres are ~Y.U~ m tenns of param-
eters that can be measured without lpec:ial in
struments. The fint of these is~ range, a
parameter that indicates the lisht transmission
properties of the layer of air near the surface. A
seCond is the appearance of the sky. which can
be used to indicate the amount of haze or fog •
that thermal radiation from a bigb altitude burst
mEtrate to reach a tarFt at the surface.

Although transmittance can be calcu-
)at tween any two points in space. a large
number of thermal problems involve around tar·
gets. The material presented in this paragraph .
bas been developed primarily to calculate trans
mittance between the point of burst and a target
on the po1UuL These methods may be extended
to calculate transmittance to airbome targets,

. _ Jut the validity:or" such calculations has not
been checked as carefully as has the validity of
transmittance calculations for pound targets.

_ Whether or not a particular transmit
tan7ca1c:ulation is useful depends on the nature
of the problem. If the burst is a Specmc test, the
weather at the particular time can be deter
mined, aod appropriate tJansmittances can be
assigned. If the burst inVOMs a hypothetical
attack at some unknown date, a reliable predic
tion of the transmittance, and, as a result, the
extent of the thermal damage from a particUlar
.~lna,..", ;, imposg"ble. The atmosphere could
be clear or fogy; light combustibles such IS

. leaves or paper could be wet or dry. Yield and
position of the weapon are unknown and can

Jl' estimated. .
Two types of problems prmide .mwe1S
sufficiently reliable to be useful. A cal

culation intended to be COUICi ••ti.e from the
point of view of the defeDIe indicates the level
of clamaae that an explosion could inflict on a
day when the air is dear IUd the JiOUDd is dry.
'Ibis type of calculation is~ul for desilDatiDg
safe areas or desiping defense systems. Useful
:..~ also can be obtained in tactical situ&-

,
( ,

tions. The m91imum intercept altitude of a de
fensive missile miJht be lowered on a foggy day,
and ·ID attackin& force miaht use current
weather conditions to' determine whether their
weapon would produce significant thermal dam
age or whether they must rely primarily on
other effects.

34 Model Atmospheres •

- The typical cloudless atmosphere has a
haze~ycr near the surface. Often this haze layer
is relatively uniform. with a sharply defmed
upper boundary; when cumulus clouds are pres
ent, the bases of these douds may mark the top
ofJli..haze layer.

_ At higher altitudes, the air usually is
dearer, and, in the absence of clouds, about 80
percent of the attenuation of ndiation from a
high altitllde source OCCU!S at altitudes below 3
miles. The low density air several miles above
the surface offers almost no interference to radi
ation in the visJ."ble and infrared regions of the
~ctrum.

_ A set of doudless model atmospheres
pro~ an approximate representation of the
optical properties of real atmospheres. These
models only JepreseDt the atmospbere in a gen-

. era! way, but they form a basis for transmittance
calculations. They ha~ the advantaae that selec
tion of the appropriate model is based on the
simple criterion of daytime YisuaI range. The
model atmospheres are cloudless; conection fac
tors introduced into the trlmsmittance calcula
.tiODS account for the effects of clouds. These
model atmospheres and the empirical equations
that are used with them a"e IeaSOnably accurate
estimates of transmittance if the transmittance is
abo~about 0.1.

• Cmrent reports consistently use -nsibil
ity~hich is caned "visual range" in this cha~
tcr, IS one means for c:iIIIIfyins model atmo
spheres; however. DO standard definition of
visibility is adopted CODSistently. The atmo-

o
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containing all wavelengths in the visible spec
trom. which .extends from 0.38 to 0.78 ".. The

. infrared spectrum consists of radiant energy at
wavelengths longer than 0.78 p.. and the ultra
violet spectrum consists of radiant energy· at
walengths shorter than 0.38 "..

The energy transport properties of atma
sp enc particles may be expressed in terms of
scatterin:g and absorption cross sections. which
are fictitious areas that are a measure of the
probability that scattering or absorption will
occur. Particles that are small compared to the
wavelength of light have scattering cross sections
that are inversely proportional to the fourth
power of the wavelength. Therefore. air mole
cules scatter light from the extreme blue end of
the visible spectrum (wavelength = o.J81l) about
16 times as effectively as they scatter light from
the red end of the spectrum (wavelength =0.78
".). Blue smoke. which consists of very small
particles. has similar scattering properties. Parti
cles that are Iarse compared to the wavelength
of light (e.g.. haze or fog particles) have scatter
ing cross sections that are much less dependent
on wavelength. Individual particles have a scat
tering cross section that varies somewhat with
wavelength. but the mixture of particle sizes
found in a haze or fog usually results in an aver
age cross section that is nearly independent of
wavel~ngth. .

_ The sky is blue because most of the scat
ter1;'at high altitudes is by air molecules. which
scatter blue light more efficiently than they scat
ter other colors of the visible spectrum. A dis
tant mountain appears blue on a clear day for
thesame~.II The scattering properties of 1arJer 8ir-
bOme partides may be obserYed on days when a
wry light haze reduces sbility to about 10
miles or less. Near the surface. scattering by haze
partides contributes more to the 6Iht in the Iir
than does scattering by air molecules. The sky
still appears blue. but the' color is not as deep as

•sphere described in this chapter as baWlg a
Yisual range of 16 miles wo·uld be assigned a
visibility of 12 miles by at least one author and a

:I""ty of 24 miles by some others.
The extent to which the atmosphere

impe es the flow of thermal energy and limits
visibility depends largely on the amoWlt of scat
tering of radiant energy by atmospheric parti
cles. Absorption of energy also affects radiative
transport. but absorption usually is less impor-,

.. tant than scattering. A description of these
phenomena is the first step in explaining visual

:l
and transmittance.

The thermal !'adiation of concern in this
r consists of electromagnetic radiations

from the ultraviolet to the infrared. The photons
that make up electromagnetic radiations can '
react with matter in many complex ways. but
the photons that constitute the thermal radia
tion spectrum of a nud ear fireball interact al
most exclusively by beins absorbed or elastically

~ scattered. If the photon is absorbed. it gives up
its energy to the absorbing particle. and this
energy ultimately appears as heat. Scattering
may be thought of as reflection from a smaIl
particle. Its effect is to change the direction in
which the photon is traveling. The term "elas
tic" means that the photon does not lose energy
dwing the scattering process. Other interactions
of electromagnetic radiations with matter that
are more probable for higher frequency (shorter
wavelength) radiations than those of the ther!naI
radiation are described in paragraph 4-3. Chapter4., .

The scattering and absorption properties
of atmosphere depend partly on the wave
Iength of the radimt eaeJ'IY. Wavelength is often
measured in microns (l micron = 10-6 meter).
for which the symbol is II- Wavelengths in the
visible l.)leCtiam may be identified by the reia-'
tion between wavelenJtb and color: light with a
wavelength of 0.7". is red; 0.58 ".light is yellow;
lind 0.48 fl. light is blue. White IiBht is a mixture

(
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.WOuld be on a deIrer day. Distant biDs and
the sky near the horizon appear to be more gray
than blue, which indicates that the lower atmo
sphere is scattering aD wavelengths of light about

:I. ~ .
Water droplets cause nearly aU of the

ering that OCCUIS in a fog or a thick cloud. •
Consequently, clouds are white and fogs tend to
wash out all impressions of color.

_ Absorption usually has little effect on
YislW light, but it can affect the infrared and .
ultraviolet portions of the spectrum signifi
cantly. The principal absorber of thermal energy
usually is water vapor, which has strong absorp
tion bands in the infrared speet:ruDL Dry air
transmits infrared energy more efficiently than
humid air. Carbon dioxide and other gases pres
ent in the atmosphere in small amolDlts also

-abSorb infrared enerzy.
_ Ultraviolet eDCIBY is absorbed most

stro~ at the shorter wavelengths: the limiting
wavelength that air in the lower atmosphere will
transmit is about 0.2 micron. Ozone, appreciable
quantities of which are found between roughly
60,000 and 80,000 feet, absorbs ultraviolet
radiation with wavelengths shorter than 0.29
micron. As a result of these absorption bands
ultraviolet energy that reaches the earth from
the sun is almost entirely limited to the spectr.l1
band between 0.38 micron (the ~o1et edae of
the visible spectrum) and 0.29 micron.

• Dark colored plrtic1es abmrb appreci
ab~eneIIY in all regions of the thermal spec
trum. Dust, smoke, and the smoky haze from
large cities faD into this cateaorY.

•
Detailed caleulatioDs of the complex

sea ring and abIorption poe t .es th.It can
occur between a JlIIdar explolion and a target
require computer-Codes that Ire capable ofc0n

sidering detailed chan... in the atmosphere and
the effect that these cbanps caD have on the
entire spectrum of frequencies emitted by the
fireball. Monte Carlo calculations haw been per-

formed for several model atmospheres and for
several discrete wa'lelengths; however, as of this
time, these calculations have not been general
ized into a form that is suitable for. inclusion in
this manual. 1berefore, the formulas and curves
for atmospheric transmittance that are gi'len be
low are baIQ1 on a simplified model based on
the concept of effective optical height for sinsle,.gths.
•.One way to specify the attenuating

properties of the atmosphere as a function of
altitude is to assume that the transmittance be
tween the point of burst and ground zero fol
lows an equation of the form

where T is transmittance and r(h) is the e/fectil1e
optiall height of the burst beight h. 'l'Jm con
cept was applied in 1966 to specify one parti
cular model atmosphere for which the Yisual
range is 16 miles.· The attenuation for light of
0.65 micron wavelength was used to specify
T(h). This choice was a purely empirical one,
used because it brought the calculated values of
transmittance into jenera) agreement with ex
perimenta1ly determined values. The wavelength
that was selected is attenuated less than is
the thermal radiation spectrum as a whole;

"-r-waiIoitit)' cL trle AtIDDIpIIaIl (CK 'I1IIIaW RadiaIiDa
fmm~ ..,..- <- ...........,). A 12 .. WIaI1
-.e _ ~ to tIIiI -.IIl.bE r' F. 'DIiI c:IIaKe _
baed OIl a Ci 4. pa a __ cL 'fiIaaI aqr:
___ at .. 1IiIpart It...... _

_Ii to_~

... 'IIi8 16 mIlD II II II c:cwt*wt

..... tbe cWinjI!M 01 'ItIIiIl tIIiI dIaptar. QaaIiIa-
1Iwdy, diII ....- at wIdcIi adat oIlject
IIiIboIlmId tbe *Y is 8Dd ............Nc. 'I1iiI aapis., %.., ~7. . .
~ tbe ,"".'''. far tIdI-.IIl iIIiICIIIIbeR..

.............._,......., ...... tbeI2 ..__
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therefore, this choice makes allowance for addi
tional enerr.Y that reaches the target by scatter
ing. For bursts below one-quarter mile and sur
face targets, a wavelength of 0.55 microns was

;) used together with a buildup factor. as described
below.

I rJlUle 3-2 shows 'l'(h) as a functton of
alti e for this particular model atmosphere.

:~ This model shows no attempt to represent an
abrupt increase in transparency at the top of the
haze layer; optical height is a smoothly varying
function of altitude. This approximation to the
actual atmosphere does not appear to introduce
serious error into the calculations, and it !s C1Ui'e

convenient th.!!...." 4& model atmosphere that re
quiles 0<1 estimate of the height of the haze layer
as well "as an estimate of visual raDSC.

• When visual range is different from 16
...mltr the model atmosphere is specified by

multiplying the values of effective optical height
in Figure 3-2 by 16/Y, where Y is visual range in
miles. For examJiie. if the visibility is 8 miles. all
values of optical height are doubled. indicating
that transp~ncyat all altitudes is reduced by a
factor of 2. This transformation may be stated
mathematically as

where T(hly is the effective optical height at a
Biven altitude ior the model atmosphere for
which visual range is Y mel 1'(11)16 is the effec
tive optical height of the 16 mile model atmo-
spJ!eae at the same altitude. .,.

- '.VISUal nDF, a surface measurement, is a
~te:rion for pmetic:tina the clarity'of the
air a few miles up. Althoulb them is some c0rre
lation between these two quantities, the main
justification fOl' this IOIIlewbat arbitrary pr0

cedure is that the optical thickness lISSigned to
the upper atmosphere, since it is a small fiac:tion
of the total opticalthi~bas little influence

on the calculated mmsmittance to targets on the

:l
d•.

," If the burst height is !ess than about ODe-

q er mile. the line-of-sight path from the
burst to the target passes through air which, in
most cases. has optical properties that are fairly
1D1iform. In a uniform atmosphere. the attenua
tion of a direct beam of thermal energy may be
related to the visibility of distant objects by
the equation.

or - e-2.9 RIV
.. cI - •

where Td is the transmission coefficient for di
,ect flux over a path of slant range R. and Y is
visuaI range. As mentioned above, scattered as
well as direct flux must be considered. Conse
quently, transmittance is larger than the tr.ms
mission coefficient for direct flux and is pn
approximately by the fonowing empirical equa
tion:

T = e-'23 RIV (1 + 1.9 R/V).

_ The exponential factor in this equation
accounts for eDcqy loss from the direct beam
by scattering. The expteSSi.on in brackets is a
buildup factor that accounts for energy scatter
ed toward the target. 1bis equation does not
specifically involve any property of the model
atmosphere other than 'Visual range; however,
the properties of the model atmosphere are in
wIved implicitly, because the rate at which
transparency changes with altitude helps deter
mine the mapitude of the coefficient 1.9 in the
buildup factor. Fqpue 3-3 shows this relation in

~I·calforLl.
. When the burst height II is peater than

abO one-quuter mile, transmittance may be
c::alculated from .

-1(11) !!.!.
T. e v II
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•where 7'(11) (from Fzpre >2) is the efFeeme
optical height of the model atmosphere with 16
mile 'Iisual range, and 7'(11) 16/Y is the effective
optical height in tile model atmosphere for
which vSa1 ranae is Y. The factor RIll converts
effective optical height to tile effective optical
distance measured along the slant path oflength
it where h is the heilht of bUJSt. •

It The two equations just given are for
l:!c~d!~ (b~ not necessarily dear) atmo
spheres. The effects of cloud layers are consid
ered latet' in this subsection.

__ Height-of-burst CUIYeS provide a conven
ient means for applying these transmittance
equations to thermal effects calaJ.1ations. FIB"
ures 3-4 through ~14 are a series of such curves.

_ The height-of-bwst 4IrYCS do not show
--transmittance data for bUl-Sabovc 100,000 feet

(with the exception of Figure 3-13&): Trans
mittance above this altitude depends only on

3-12

elewtion ausIe. If the burst is above 130 kil~

feet, the transmittance is independent of alti
tude, and the contOIDS become stniabt lines.
1bis is illustrated for a 16 mile visual ranae in
FIBlL""e 3-13a, in which the height of burst is
extended to 250,000 feet. Ar. mentioned above,
these curves are based on two empitical equa
tions, one of which applies when the burst
height exc:eecls one-quartet' mile (1.32 kilofeet)
and the other of which applies to lower bwsts.
The discontinuities that occur where these two
families of~ meet bas no particular sig
nificance other than to suaest the degree of
uncertainty inherent in any transmittance data.
The discontinuities have been allowed to remain;
joining the contour lines would produce shapes
thr! may h';~ no physical basis (for example,
the curves should not be intcrpreled to imply
that for short lP'Ound J1IDICS the optimum burst
height for thermal effects on the ground is
necessarily below 1/4 mile).

o
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Problem 3-2. C8lculation of R8diant ExIX*lI"l

C":" :1..1

•
rJgUreS 3-4 through 3-14 show atma

sp enc transmittance as a function of height of
burst and ground distance for various visual
ranges. These curves. together with the- equa
tions given in "paragraph 3-2 allow the calcula
tion of radiant exposure for a variety of circum
:oLaD~

• For bursts above one-fourth mile height
of"-urst, interpolation between the figures (to

I'Obtain data for visual ranges other than those for
which curves are provided) may be accomplished
as follows:

T. = T V1fV2
2 1

where T1 is the label of a given "",ntour line on a
f"JgUI'C for a visual range of Y 1 and T2 is the label
that this same curve would have if the figure
were for a visual range of Y2 • If the height of
burst is below one-fourth mDe, the trans
mittance may be obtained from Figure 3-3 for
anillmbinatiOn Ofl:trange and visual range.

Example 1 .
iJlen: A 5 let nu warhead is being con-

sidered for a defensive missile warhead.
Fmd: The minimum buJst altitude such

that the radiant exposuR on the ground wiD not
exceed I cal/c:m2 •

.Exampie2.
Gwen.: A 100 explosion at an altitude of

10,000 feet at a location where the visual range
is 16 miles.

Find: The thermal radiant energy incident
on a tupt at a ground distance of 9,000 feet
from WId zero.

~13
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• Reliabillry: The calculated transmit
tances exceeding 0.1 are beJiewd to be correct
to ±30 percent; however. this tolerance is
seldom required in pnctical problems. When
tnnsmittance exceeds 0.1. the product IT is
believed to be within the range obtained by
setting upper and lower limits on f as specified.
in "Reliability" in Problem 3-1. The reliability
of transmittance calculations decreases as trans--

mittance decreases. Transmittances below 0.1
are very uncertain. and errors that amount to a
factor of 2 to lO are not unusual. When correc
tion factors for reflecting surfaces are requirl:;d.
an 'additional tolennce of ±30 percent should be
applied to the IT product.

• Relined Material: See paragraphs 3-2
through 3-6.
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• Figure 3-15 shows transmittance data
for bursts above 100,000 feet. As mentioned
above, transmittance above this altitude depends
only on the elevation angle. For convenience,
Figure 3-1 5 shows the transmittance as a func
tion of the ratio of slant range to height o&: burst
as weD as the elevation angle.

3-5 Effects of.a0uds and Reflecting
Surfaces •

• The model atmospheres are cloudless,
an?':h have the same basic pattern of trans
parency as a function of altitude. When the
actual atmosphere does not conform to these
limitations, the calculation procedure must be

mlled.
If a cloud layer is prese~t.and the.b~

is a ove the clouds, a transm1SSIon modifymg
factor is used to account for the attenuation
produced by the cloud layer. Table 3-1 provides
a list of transmission COITCction factors in terms
of the appearance of the daytime sI.-y. Transmit
tance is calculated as though the air were clear
and no cloud layer were present. and the result
is multiplied by the correction factor obtained
fro.Ii.Lhe table.•

_ Table 3-1 suggests two ways to calculate
the transmittance for a high-altitude burst (high
enough to be in clear air, above the haze and
~"'''~J wilen the haze (or fog) extends to the
ground. For example, if a medium haze exists. a
4 mile visual range could be assumed, and from
Figure 3-9 the traDsmittance of a ItizI!. altitude
overhead burst would be O.S 1. Alternatively, the
transmittance of a typical clear day (visual range
= 16 miles), 0.85. could be used as a starting
point. This with the modifying factor fOT

medium haze, O.S.1Pves a transmittance value of
about 0.43. The discrepancy is within the uncer-

lIf the calculation.
Judp1ent muSt be used to determine

wether a transmittance calculation should be
bascJ on ~isual range or on sky appe3raI1ce. If

the burst is directly over the target and high
enough to be above cloudy or hazy air, sky con
ditions provide the better basis for the calcula
tion. If the burst is at a low height and the ttget
is at a long ground distance, visual range is
preferred. When the situation is less clear, look
ing through the atmosphere may suggest which
criterion is the more representative of conditions

:In the path from the burst to the target.
The transmission modifying factors ordi

y should be used with the HOB curves for
16 mile visual range, otherwise the attenuation
ofllhatmosphere is counted twice.

Since a cloud layer appears thicker when
the sun is low in the sky, cloud cover estimates
r.-.ade under this condition should be modified
.....y taking the type listed just above the cloud
description that fits the observed conditions
best. Similarly, when the elevation angle of the
burst is below 30°, the effect of a given cloud
cover will be greater than if the b~t were more
nearly above the target area. In this case it is
appropriate to take the transmission modifying
factor just below the one that would ordinarily
be selected.

_ This procedure is based on the similarity
be"-een the solar spectrum and the spectrum of
thennal radiation from a IU'eball. Although the
spectra are by no means identical, the ability of
the atmosphere to transmit solar radiation often
is the best aYlilable indication of its ability to
transmit thermal enetgy. The appearance of the
sky is, of course, an indication of its effect on
light from the SUD.

"1& milbt ......1IIat dIamU ndialioD that paae:s dIroa&h •
cIolId .. u .. widI die wnical would be annuallld more
dIaD die _ radiatic.- wouJd be li'it pa.-t tIImaIb die cloud.
wertk:aJIy; 1Ioweft:r. tile mdiaI:IDD doeI Dot foUow a tiDe-of-tilht
path bat followl aDdoIDIJ .-cIIld patbl dlanaeIiItic of 4if
fasioD. 'I1Ie _"iIIng'ke ....... _ tbe"of the IiDe-of1lPt
path to _ ~ bat the d"'P"""t"'" is DOt araaa. aad
ndiaDoa will peDIIIaII a ddcII: cID8d aboat equJly weD npzd
lea of Ibe ..... at1Ibicb it IIIItra. _
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If Haze or Fog
Layer Extends
to the SurflCe

Tmle 3-1. II Modifying Factors for TrMSmiuion Under
V.,.ious Atmospheric Conditions II

Probable
VuuaI Range

Type (miles)

Very clear 32.0

Clear 16.0

Ligbthaze 8.0

Medium baze 4.0

If Haze or Cloud Layer Is Ovetheacl

Heavy baze

Thin fog

Light fog

3.0

1.5

0.8

Type

Very clear

Clear

Light haze

Medium haze

Heavy haze

Light c:loud

Medium cloud

HenY cloud

Dense cloud

Description

This condition rare except
.t~~tirode I~~

SIcy deep blue. Shadows
distinct, dark.

Sky wbite; cIazzIin& near
sun. Shadows Visible, Jl'8y-

Sky bright payilb-wbite.
View SUD without serious dis
comforL Sbaclows visible
but faint.

Sky dull gray-white. Sun's
disc just visible. Sbaclows
bueIy cIiscemible.

Sty liIht pay with mnimum
luminance around sun. Sun's
disc not visible, no lba4ows.

Sky dull gray with maximum
luminmee at zenith.

Sty dark pay; brightness
pattern pes no iDdicati=
of SUD'. pclIitioD.

The low bunjuance 1cYel IUB
FIts the apprOICb of aiaht
fall. Gloomy.

Trusmission
Modifying Factor

1.]-1.0

1.~_9

0.9-0.6

0.6-0.4

0.5-0.3

0.4-0.2

0.3-0.]

0.2-0.06

0.]-0.02

(
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II If a cloud layer lies above the burst, it
will scatter thennal enerzy toward the ground.
The calculated value of transmittance should be
multiplied by the modifying factor 1.5 when a
cl~ayer is above the explosion.

• If the burst is between cloud layers, the
upper layer will act as a reflector and the lower •
layer as an attenuatar. If the two layers are
equally thick, as much thermal energy will
~.I111:1·ISC flom the bottom of the lower cloud
layer as will emerge from the top of the upper
layer. In most situations of this type, the cloud
struetore cannot be detennined well enough to
make detailed transport calculations meaningful;
consequently, systematic calculation procedU1'es
for this case have not been developeJ. However,
the procedures already described may be used to
~t approximate limits on the values of trans

malililce that may apply.
_ Similar problems arise when a broken

cloud cover lies between the burst and the
targeL Whether the target will be in the shadow
of a cloud at the time of burst is, in most prac
tical situations, impoSSlole to determine, and the
results of transmittance calculation become
much more uncertain. If the individual douds
are sufficiently thick that they do not reveal the
location of the sun by a local bright.area, and if
they are spaced sufficiently close that they
~hllde each other (i.e., so that some of the cloud
areas appear dark gray), transmittance to taIBets
shaded from direct radiation from the fuebaU
will be roughly 20 percent of the transmittance

:lted for a cloudless atmosphere. '.
When any cloud or haze layer listecf in

Tab e 3-1 is in contact with the surface, that
layer has a most probable value of visual range

. associated with it. Under these conditions, the
appearance of the sky may be used, in the
absence of more direct IIlelISURJDents, to esti
mate visual range. Table 3-1 includes a rough
assignment of visual range values in terms of the
:.I!'!'f'lI.rance of the sky.

II An additional modifying factor relates
to surface albedo, which is the reflection coef
ficient of the surface of the earth. Most surfaces,
including water and desert areas, have low
albedos (usually 25 percent or less). Only sur
faces such as snow and white sand are in the
high albedo class. These latter surfaces enhance
thermal radiation because they can reflect
energy directly toward the talZet and also be
cause they reflect energy into the atmosphere,
where some of it is scattered back toward the
target. When such a surface is present, the calcu
lated transmittance is multiplied by 1.5. If the
burst is between a cloud layer and a high albedo
surface, the enhancement factor is applied twice,
giving a factor of 2.25.

3-6 TransmittanCe.... Targets Above
the Sumce _

• Transmittance to targets above the sur
face (e.g., aircraft in flight) may be calculated by
using an equation similar to that given in para
graph 3-4 for the model atmosphere above one
quarter mile,

-~T(h) .!!...!..
T = e v ~b

where ~rlh) is the absolute value of the dif
ference between nh) at burst altitude and nh)
at target altitude (values of T(h) can be obtained
from Figure 3-2), I:JJ is the absolute value of the
altitude difference between the burst and the
tuBet, V is visual range at the surface, and R is
~ge between burst and taJgeL

_ If the burst and tuzet altitudes are
equal, the exponent in the equation becomes
indeterminate. An estimate may be obtained in
this ~ by increasing burst altitude a small
amount, decreasing tuBet altitude the same
amount, and holding slant ruge constanL Esti
mates obtained from this equation must be
regarded as very rough approximations to actual
transmittance.
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Problem 3-3. C.lculltion of Trwumitt8nco

I

(

II Table 3-1 provides descriptions of vari
ous atmospheric conditions from which visual
range may be estimated. The table also provides
transmission modifyina factors to be applIed to
the transmittance values for a 16 mile visual
r-nge '''hen appropriate. Conditions under which
the appearance of the sky should be used rather
than the measured or estimated around level
visual range to determiae transmittance ared."bed in paragra~S.Examplel _

Gillen: A nuclear explosion at an altitude
of 5.000 feet. The appearance of the sky sug
aests a light haze atmosphere.

Fmd: The transmittance to a target on the
surface 50.000 feet from ground zero.

Solution: Since the tine of sight from the
burst to the taqet is low and nearly horizontal.
visual range rather than sky appearance would
provide a better criterion for selec:tiDs a model
atmosphere. Nevertheless, this problem must be
solved on the basis of sky appearance. beca~ a
direct visual range measurement is not available.
From Table 3-1. a tilht haze condition c0rre

sponds to a 'visual ranae of 8 niiles.
Answer: From Figure 3-11. the trans

DULL.lnee is cl.IS. No definite tolerance can be
placed on this value of tnmsmittance. aDd it
m-.fe reprded as&mPIh estimate.

_ EJc4mple 2 _

Gtw!n: A nuclear explosion at aD' mtitude
of 30.000 feet. The ... nnae is 6 miles. and
the sky appeaance fits tbf: medium doDd condi
tion. The tilDe is one hour before sunset. and the
ground is wveaed with IIIOW.

RJuI: "Ibe tnnsmittaDce to a taraet on the
surface 10.000 feet from JI'01IIld zero.

Solution.· Since the bmst is nearly over the
tarJet and is sufficiently hiIh that it probably is
aDOve most of the haze and douds. the sky con-

ditions provide the best indication of transmit
tance. Therefore. the visual range will be ignored
in the solution. As a result of the low eleva~on

angle of the sun. the cloud layer appears to be
tbiclcer than it actually is. Therefore. the trans
mission modifying factor for light cloud condi
tior.s should be used rather than medium cloud
conditions.

Answer: From Figure 3-13. transmittance
on a clear day (16 mile visual range) would be
0.86. From Table 3-1. the transmission modify
ing factor for ligbt cloud conditions is between
0.2 and 0.4. Reflection from the snow covered
surface requires an additional correction factor
of 1.5. The calculated transmittance therefore
lies between

(0.2)(1.5)(0.86) = 0.26.

and

(0.4)(1.5)(0.86) = 0.S2.

~dlabUity •
~ In,eneral. transmittance calculations

are most reliable when transmittance is high and
when the atmosphere is relatively clear. A toler
mce of :t3O pacent is assiped when transmit
tance exceeds 0.1 and when visual range is 5
miles or peater'. 'Ibis tolerance is based on com
parisons between transmittance calculations
made by the methods ofseveral different investi
ptOIS. When reflection from snow cover or an
merhead doud wva' must be considered. the
uncertain~rises to :t6O percent.

_ CompailoDs ofcalculated values with
data ftOm fun ICIIe DUdear tests show uncer
tainty that basicaDy zeiates to the product n.
since tberm8l putitioD aDd transmittance caDDot
be measuted independently. When transmittance

W'I
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~ 0.1 and visual ranae exceeds S miles, the'
tolerance on thermal partition f accounts for aD
of the uncertainty in the n product. No addi
tional tolerance on T is required. When reflect
ing surfaces are present or when visual range
drops below S miles, an additional ±30 percent
tOltishOuld be applied.

No reliability estimate is assigned to·
calc:ulated transmittances below 0.1. At these
low values. transmittance estimates become in
creasin&lY uncertain, and errors may rise to fac:
tors of "'-10.til Enors in the estimation of visual
range also can affect the error in the calculation
of transmittance. If a~ ranse of 3 miles is
estimated as 2 miles, which is not an unreason
able enor, the percent error in transmittance
rises rapidly as the transmittance drops to low

-D1ues.
• Additional errors are produced by

approximations in the calc:ulation procedure.
These errors tend to be small when transmit
tance is hiBb and Jarse when tlaDsmittance is
low. Three approximations are made in transmit
tance...,alculatiotlS.

_ rust, a single parameter, visual range,
serves as the basis for transmittance calculations
in cloudless atmospheres. Althoup visual range
at the surface is only one of the ,paraJneters
required to specify the transmittiq properties
,.f' +h- -:0...." l-e~ the burst and the target, it
is one of the very few parameters that can be

observed directly from the P'Ound. Other param
eters necessary to defme the atmosphere com
pletely are supplied by • let of model" atmo
spheres that include the measured visual ranae at
the surface and an increasin& transparency with
increasing altitude. This cbange in transparency
with altitude is chosen to match the changes
that occur in real atmospheres under typical
conditions; however, there is no assurance that
abe model atmosphere is a particularly good
match to any sinsJe real atmosphere•
..Second, the transport of thermal

eneraY through these model atmospheres is cal
c:ulated from empirical equations conimned by
experimental data. The results of more accurate
computational procedures are expected at some
fu~e. ' .

",Third, the model atmospheres are
cloudless. Ooud effects are accounted for by
correction facton that modify the transmittance
calculated for a cloudless atmosphere. An
empirical treatment of some kind is unavoidable;
cloud effects are too complex to be treated'·AnY of these sources of euor can,
under certain conditions, cause the calculated
transmittance to be WfOq by a factor of 10 or
more, but these extremely high aron appear
when the atmosphere attenuates thermal energy
from the 6leball strongly and therefore when
thermal effects are unlikely to be as iJIUlortant
as other effects such as blast.

)
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3-7 V.... Aqe _ . nearly alike in both brilhtness and color that a

_ Ordinarily, the purpose ofvisibility mea- . dark object silhouetted qainst the sky is ban:ly

surements is to determine the ability of an recognizable. This reduction in contrast may be

observer to see throuah the atmosphere; such a described quantitatively in terms of the brilht-

measurement may determine the approximate ness B of an object and the brightness of B' of

distance at which a pilot can recognize arun- the background. Contrast is defined as the ratio

way. In the study of thermal effects, visibility B-B'
measwements are useful because they indicate c= B'
the transparency of the atmosphete and its

r ability to transmit thermal radiation. The model If the object is darker than its background. the
atmosphere that should be used in a Particular contrast is negative, reaching -1 for a perfectly
transmittance calculation is selected on the basis black object. On the.other hand, lights have very
of da)"time o4sua1 range. ¥tivevalues of contrast at night.

• The term visuIll ranee as used in this A hypothetical example illustrates the
chapte{ is synonymous with dizytime visibility as problems of estimating visual range and the

.- _., commonly measured at weather stations. AI- accuracy that may be expected from such esti-
thou&h "visibility" is a more widely used term mates. Table 3-2 shows a series of values calcu-
than ''visual ranae." the latter is used in this lated for the condition that the fifth pole of a
chapter because it indicates that the quantity row of telephone poles closely spaced in a uni-
bcin& discussed is a distance and not a measure form fog is at the Yisua1 ranse as it would be

e of the clarity with which a particular object <:an

T8ble 3-2. • Contrast R.tio far • Series ofbe seen. Visu31 raD&e is def"med as the distance

II
at which a dark object silhouetted apinst the 8IM:k T~ .. Poles in • Fog;
sky is visible and RcopUzable. It is commonly V...I Range - 500 Feet .-
measured in statute miles.

• Two factors make it advisable for the Pale Distmce ContraSt

person who must develop the ability to make Number (feel) Ratio

~.-e:7J:l effects calculatioas in tactical situations
to understand the procedures for measuriD& 100 0.56

~ range. First, he will DOt IIways have access 2 200 Q.31
to weather station information. Second, be may

3 300 0.18wish to question the information ~ obtains
from weather statioas. For the usual purposes of 4 400 0.098
~ nDF measmemllrtl, underestimates of

5 SOD Q.OSS
this ranae ~ Jess IeIious enors than Ire 0ver-

t
estimates. For troop safety c:alcu1atioas, the

6 600 0.031opposite is true. Some meteorolOlists. nol in the
habit of tlrinkin, ill tams of weapoDS effects, 7 700 0.017
may shade their estimates inconectIy.

8 800 0.010
• At the Yisua1 aDF, an objects appear so

3-33
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•~~"'ed by a biilsmiaometer.· If the p)les
have a dark color, the iDhereIlt cc:!!rast of each
pole with its backlro1Dld may be ISSUIIled to be
nearly 100 percent. The contrast, IS seen by the
observer is Jiven in the last column, and is, by
de.m·tiOD, O.OSS at the visual range.t

What an observer sees may be affected •
by factors such as the uniformity of the fog
layer. The first three or four p)Ies are distinct,
the fog has changed the apparent color of even
the first pole to gray. The fourth pole is suf
ficiently distinct that if the cross arms are of
Jiabter wood than the pole itself the clifference
in color is discemible. The fifth P)1e. at the
visual ranae. is little more than a shadow, but it
would be visible instantly and would be recog-
~ as a telephone pole eveD if it were standing

.- alone .
-- _ An observer lookinl at the sixth pole..

standing alone probably would see it if he knew
where to look, but he might questiOD its identi
ty. A1thouzb the line separatina the image of the
p)le from its background is sharp, the faintness
of the CODtrast makes the outlinc appear sIightly

bl_
The seventh pole is at approximately the

distance known as the meteorologlctl1 rrmge.
which is the range that sives a contrast of 0.02
between a black object and the sky. If the p)1e
were standing alone and the observer did Dot
~...... .~.;. to look for it, he very likely would
miss it. Meteorological ranae has often been used
as a IDCaSUIe of visual range; it couesponds more
doseIy to the t1uesboId of cletedioa 1ban to the
implications of the pesently ased stmdard of
""visible and teClIIDizable."

• The c:ilbth pole probably is not visible
; because of Its size. A CiI' puked beside it IlUabt
. be visible, but only if the oba:a fa, IookiDB

down the row of~ bows exactIy wbcJe to
look for it. Detection at Ibis COIibti1: Iege1 Ie

quiJes a backpound unifoimity that is rue
except under laboratory coDditioDs.

s-:M

til Many observers would estimate visual
ranae as the distance to the fourth or sixth pole;
a few rn:ght select the seventh; still fe'll'Cr, the
thiri. As Table 3-2 shows, the erro. :'.-1 :'l!..'lJC that
this uncertainty produces is not excessive.

• The factors that would lead some ob
servers to select the fourth pole may include
more than overly conscientious application of
the "visible and recognizable" rule. The fifth
p)le is only about 1/4 as wide as the ideal dis
tance marker (which should subtend an &nile of

"A a'op· IW. ill IIiI iaastnuaaeaat daIped to _
IiIbt b • "ID chenctaillics GldIe a-pIlae.lt COIIIists
cia lillat IIIICI a dB1Ktor ICPIDtild by a ..... of adler suo or
750 feet. 1'bc trw m 1,'11 me_ aadilalill c:dId tIailImiIIivity. It
II !be ntio cI dle Jl&bt NCIeiwd at 1IIe deUdar to tbe IIPt tlaat
-rei be IICChed if dID air _ piIIftlctb' trIIiIIpdmL T1H:
lIaiWiIiwiwlt) deDaa Ibc ....., 01 • dialct beam of IIPt to
~ a specified dIItaD::e (tbe a"mj-__ bueIiae)

1IanlaP 1bc 'bn ... 1't."DIe ......, e ill daiadlap-
_. deOaea _ ability cI DdIIIIIt -.r to IIlraqta 1bc
a!:DDlpblle • --.. apIIIIiaa IIIICI • IaIJII flidIc:r eli-
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.."..at CCIiIItraIt ..~ a1lladt otljeclllllCl its Iky IIac:qraaDd
ill I8dDce4 to 5-1/2 paIOIIIt ar • dial DiIF • wIIidl • beam or
IiIbt II IIIdDed to 5-1/2 pa'ClIiit cI _ iaalilllllty II -rd baW ill

a a.....l:I1t atma...... UPt"" tbe *J .-aD:r appears
to _ ,... dial IqiaD IielIlaId oIajecII oa dial Iiodzoa., llut air
IIPt .......... ..,.. l1li oIljIct aa dial wiIaIaI .... acIiIIJly
coaaiIIu_1itO: ...... I ... ,_ daat ... otIIawa'-. All
IIut 5-1/2 ...-' ol daiI diIeIat ....t ill ocatIIII.cI 0IIl cI!be Iiaae
ol ..... Wen it .-- dial ---. 'De air bee- die
otIject IIIICI ~ • aadl ...,..eat
........ _ • oIIjIct. it _ dial 1kJ.
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•at least liT), and (or this reason it may not

:.:

0 be IS distinct as • Jaraer object would.
AdditioDal factors that could cause an

o to underestimate visual range can occur
when the seeinI conditions are diffenmt from
those assumed in this e=.'!!.p1e. For example, the
fog was assumed to be perfectly umfoim.
Actually, the atmosphere near the surface over
la.l': is rarely UDiform, and patches of haze that
can be misjudged for distant objects are com
mon. Shimmer, an optical effect similar to the
heat waves obser\fed over a metal object on a
sunny summer day, can distort images of distant
objects and can reduce the apparent visual range
evu0ugh the air is dear.
_._ An observer who uses a distant bID for a
a' .$ maR::er may be inclined to overestimate
WuaI 13JlF. This is particularly true if he
knows. perhaps from the pattern formed by
closer biDs, exactly where to look. Aided by
such landmarks, he may detect so many details
of the familiar outHne that, to him, the hill is
definitely "visible aDd recognizable." 1be
obse!ver, if he is~ Qf the mark, should ask
himself whether he sees the hiD dearly enough
that conspic;.lous surface features (CoJ., patches
of trees separated by 1aIJe areas of Jilht-coloJed,
vegetation-free rock) would be faintly discem
ibIe, even tho. such features may not actually
De present. He should also ask whether an ob
server unfamiliar with the tcuam W011ld be lea

sonably sure that he was looItin& at a bill instead
of doud struetuJe Dell the horizon. If the
aaswers to these questions are "yes,... he mould
iu&thehiD within thevisualraqe.

• Disbmce mmten tbat are appreciably
easaer or harder to see than the standard dark
colmed madmr IIbou1d be~ if possible,
since they lead to inacc:urate measurements of
visual ranae- A SIlOw-co,eaed DIOUDtain is likely
to be an ume6able muter for two tasOnS' If
the peak is at a hi&h altitUde, the observer sees it
tbrouBh air that is usually dearet tbaD the air

Ilong a line of sight doser to the surface. Also.
under strona illumination the snow is visible
from a peater distance than darker portions of
the mountain would be. Either effect can cause
an artificially hiIh measured value of visual
range, implying a cIeuer atmosphere than
actually exists. On the other band, the bee
c:overecI base of a mountain is an excellent
marker for long visual ranaes.

_ Surfaces with hiab !ef1ection c:cefficicnts
~t always more easily seen than <brk o~
jects. An observer looking in the general direc
tion of the sun may see a white object as darker
than the horizon sky, because the side of the
object fac:ing the observer is not illuminated
stronalY. If the anale of the sun is just rilbt.
there may be -rirtuaDy no briBhtnCss COIitrast
between a white object and its sky bac:kp'ound.
On the other hand, the inherent contrast
between a YeIY daJk object and the sty DeVer

varies greatly from 100 pe:rcmt; therefore. the
use of dark objects as distaDce lDlIIkelS results in
reasonably consistent visual nmae measure-

~ The obsener s40uld be aware of pile
DOIIleDa !elated to tiaJrting effects. If he is look
ing at a distance IIIlId;er that is in the aeneral
direction of the sun, the stroDa fornrd scatter-
iDs property of hIZe particles will make the air
tiPt bet fteD him ad tile marItea' will appear to
be panicularly bri,abt. This does not affect the
distance at which a dart marker can be seen.
The sty behind the maker is similarly brisht.
ad the appueut co11tlast between the marker
and its backaro1md is DO differe:Dt than if. for

~
thelQll were 0WldIead.

The preceo'ing dilc:ulsion prorides the
With illfDrlDlticm that ...m help him to

make acaUlte estimates ofYisual nDIC. Much of
this informat:icm caD be ccmdensed to a set of
tuIes. .

• Rm8e IDJIIbrs Ihoufd be IS duk • p0s

sible. If the JdJectioD. coefficient of the .

(

I
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marker IS more than 30 perc:eot and the sun
is behind the plane of the observer. the
marker should be a"40ided.•

• The range marker sbould be silhouetted
against the sky. or its baclcpound should
be at ieast half qain as far from the ob
server as is the marker itself. When such a ..
marker is at the visUal ranae. the back
ground will be so nearly obsaued that it is
i..,~tinguish:lb1e from the sky.

• The distance marker should be sufficiently
1arJe that increasing its size would not in
crease the I'llIlF at which it can be reCOl
nized. This requirement is met if the·
anauIar size of the marker (vertically aDd
horizontally) is 1/'r. which is the diameter
of the fuD mr.on. A distance of 5/16 inch
on a ruler beL -at arm's length is an approx
imate measure of this ansle. If shimmer is
not a serious problem (if the imaBe is
steady). binoculars may make a smaller dis
tance marker usable.

• Distance marlc:elS should be available in
several directions so that nonuniformities
in the atmosphere can be detected.

• When a requirement for visual nnae mea
surements in a Biven Ilea can be antici
pated. a map showinl usable distance
markers should be pepaed. It should indi
_t,. t~ T'Jl'~.direction. md identification
of each marker. <HciIhb of biDs or tall
buildiDp should also be recouled, because
such objects sometimes )lI'CJride useful indi
cations of cloud height.)

• 1be altitude of cIistUlce madters should be
such as to place tbe tiDe ofIiPt as dose as
possible to the a_qe poUnd IeYd.

.. Usually it ill De C 'Y to use IOIIlC

marXeJS that fIB Ibort of tbae 1tIDdards. The
maabn may be too smaD. or tile WIOD8 color.
and often DO mutter wD1 exist at the visual
1II!1P- ID this case the observer DnJIt use judi-...

ment to decide the visual ruse that ideal
markers would indicate. One important clue is
the apparent color of markers that are within
the visual range. aear. Wldistorted cololS indi
cate that the amount of air liaht from the inter
vening air is small. and that objects at consider
ably greater I'8JlICS would be clearly ma'ble.

3-8 ~me V..... Rqe. .
• The distance at which a person can see a

lilht depends partly on the transpuency of the
.tmosphere. However. it also depends on the
state of clark adaptation of the observer. the
brilhtness of the light. and the amount ofback
pound produced by whatever other lights may
be illuminatiDg the air. Only the first of these
four factolS concerns the ability of the. atmo
sphere to transmit thermal eneqy. In general.
the variations caused by the last three factors
make measurements of nighttime visual ange a
poorer indication of the tnDsport properties of
the atmosphere than measurements of cIaytime

'~the absence of definite c:hmaes in the
weather. the traDspareDcy of the air usually does
not chaDae much from day to night. Daytime
visual range. which usuaUy can be measured
more readily thaD Dishttime Yisual !3JJ3e. is
often the most utisUctory means for estimating
the tlaDSpott properties of the atmosphere the
foJalina Diabt.

• Exceptions occur in rePons where the
mative humidity exceeds 90 perceIlt in polar
IeIioDS. md in ueas subject to air pollution. In
the latter case, the IOUI'Ce of pollution (e.g.,
domestic heating or cooJana and industrial
exhausts) are likely to 'VUY from day to night.
Polluted atmospheres also often produce a haze

... ..rIKtIaD =j • II~ " .-a-t far • piDe
woods .... abalal IWilz 1br • dIIc:idaGaI woods. A
~ &lid. f.1IIIidl 1111 _m WI ..,. ex:-! 20
........-.da .-k"

o
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-layer near dawn. particularly when a steep tem-
perature inversion forms near the surface. Such a
haze layer may be dense enouah to offer some
~tection from thermal radiation.

_ If nilhttime ~ual ranaes must be mea
SUR"":r,' these ranges should be converted to the
equi\-aIent daytime visual ranges. This is oeces
sary because da)'ti.r2 ~ual ranae is the param
eter on which transmittance calculations are
~. FJlUre 3-16 may be used to convert night
time !3J18eS to equivalent daytime ranges.

_ Figure 3-16 is based on • 1arBe number
of~tions to determine the distance that •
2S candlepower light (25 candlepower is approx
imately the output of a 2S watt incandescent
lamp) can be seen throup wrious atmospheres.
The data were originally taken to correlate trans
missometer data with ·~ual range measure
ments; therefore the seeing conditions would be
similar to those existing at airport weather
stations.

• In practice, the 25 candlepower source
can""; replaced by any light of moderate inten
sity. In a transparent atmosphere, a 100 watt
lamp could be seen about twice as far as a 25
watt lamp, but in an attenuating atmosphere the
difference is less. When nishttime visual range is

..

50.000 feet, the 100 watt lamp could be seen
from about 65,000 feet. When nighttime visual
rar.ge is 5,000 feet, the 100 watt lam, can be
seen from about 6,000 feeL

• APPROXIMATE CALCULATIONS OF
RADIANT EXPOSURE.

• The procedures described in the preced
ins subsections permit the calculation of radiant
exposure by methods that are as accurate as
present knowled&e of thermal partition and
transmittance allows the information to be
presentee! in a manner suitab:. for.this manual. In
many cases. a quicker but less accurate estima
tion of radiant exposure is desirable. Such an
estimate may indicate whether more time con
suming calcUlations are nec:essuy. F"JIUIeS 3-17.
and b are intended for use in such cases.

• These figures are based on transmittance
values for a moderately dear, doucDess atmo
sphere (visual .... =16 miles) and on thermal
partition values for an intermediate value of
yield. 200 let. Tnmsmittances were calculated
using the hiIh altitude equation 0Dly, and some
loss in accuracy is expected for burst beishts
below 1/4 mile.
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Problem 3-4. ~ximat8 Calculation of RBdiant Exposure

(

II FIJW'CS 3-17. and b show approximate
ndiant exposure to targets on the surface from a
1 let explosion as • function of distance from
p'Ou'ld zero and height of burst. These curves
are based on c:alculations for a 200 let explosion
unde: the assumption that the radiant expo~
could be scaled to I let directly with yield. Visu·
al. was assumed to be 16 miles.

Scaling. For yields other than I let~ the
radiant exposure is

Q = Q1 W.

where Q1 is the ~t exposure for 1 kt ob
tained from F"JgUre 3-17a or b for the height of
bunt and ground distance of interest, and Q is

tb~~ndinBl::x for k'let.
Example

iven: A SOO explosion at an altitude of
30,000 feet.

Fuui: The radiant exposure on the surface
1SO,OOO feet from around zero.

Solution: From Fipre 3-17b, a I let explo
sion at an altitude of 30,000 feet will produce a

radiant exposure 150,000 feet from ground ...ero

Answer: The radlant exposure from a 500
kt explosion is

Q = Q] W = (0.0007)(SOO) = 0.35 c:al/cm2 •

• Re1itlbUity: Radiant exposures from Fig
ures 3-17a and b are approximations. For the
assumed atmospheric conditions and burst a1ti·
tudes below 100 Icilofeet, values of radiant expo
sure obtained from Figures 3-17a and b are esti
mated to be reliable within ±40 percent. Addi
tional loss of accuracy is expected for bursts
below on~uarter mile altitude since the trans
mittances were c:alculated with the high altitude
equations. The reliability also drops for bums
above 100,000 feet as a result of the uncertainty
inliYa!ues assumed for tbenna1 partition.

Re1aled MazeriQl: See paragraphs 3-1
throuJh 3-8.
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II SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE
BURSTS •

• Oouds of dust (or spray) partly obscure
L'1e fueball of surface bursts and reduce the ther
mal radiation received by tarBets on the ground.
Even less thermal radiation escapes from under
ground and underwater bursts. If the burst is 
deep enough. the earth or water absorbs almost
all of the thermal energy; the amount of radi
ated thermal energy is insignificant.

3-9 Surface Bursts II
• The terms contact surface burst. surface

burst, and air burst. when used in connection
with thermal effects. have meanings similar to
those assigned to the same terms in Chapter 2
(see paragraph 2-19). A contact surface burst is
~ that is no more than S WO· 3 feet above or

below the surface. The region between S WO·3

and 180 WO·4 feet (±20 percent for yields
between 10 and 100 Jet. and ±30 percent for
other yields) is called the transition zone, and a
burst within this region is a surface burst for
purposes of thermal radiation phenomena. Since
the fueball is approximately 180 WO·4 feet in
radiw for explosions in the lower atmosphere. a
surface burst is any burst above S WO·3 feet but
low enough that" the fireball will interact
strongly with the surface of the earth. As men
..........,:1 ;.,. ::oaTagraph 3-1. an air burst occurs
above 180 WO·4 feet.
~ Experimental data indicate that the ther

mal partition of contact surface bursts is about
0.21. Figure 3-18 assumes a thermal partition.of
0.21 for a contact surface burst. assigas the air
burst partition (FJgUre 3-1) to a burst at 180
WO·4 feet, and provides iDtermediate YlIlues by

. linear interpolation. 'Ibis procedure is arbitrary
and is only supplrted in a aeneral way by
experimental d.ath. Points 8bove the dashed line
in FIgUre 3-18 represent air bursts; points below
the clashed tine are smface bursts. The radiant

exposure from surface bursts may be calculated
by the formulas given in paragraph 3-2 with the
values of thermal partition. /. taken from Figure
3-18.

• Figure 3-18 describes the fireball as it
would be seen by targets on the surface. Oouds
of dust would not obscure the f"aeball from
above; consequently. radiant exposure of air
borne targets should be calculated on the basis
of the thermal partition of free air bursts given
in~3-1.

_ Since confmement of the fireball by the
surface is roughly equivalent to reflection. the
f"treball radius for a contact surface })urst is
larger than that for the same burst in free air.
Blast wave deary suggests that the fireball of a
contact surface burst as viewed from .above
might resemble that of a free air bUI'5"" :nth a
yield of 2.0 W. In fact, determination 01 fireball
yield by hydrodynamic scaling uses the 2.0 W
assumption.

3-10 Subsurface Bursts.
• Two effects reduce the amoUDt of ther

mal energy radiated by the nuclear explosions
below the surface of the earth: a large amount
of thermal energy is absorbed in fusing and
vaporizing the earth; and the fireball that does
develop above the surface is obscured to a great
extent by earth that is thrown from the aater.
Even relatively shallow undergro\U1d bursts
throw dirt up IS a cone shaped cloud that
screens surface taqets from thermal radiation
eff~.

• Since surface reactions are complex and
different types of surfaces react in different
ways, the effects of lDlderp'ound bursts an:
extremely YUiable. As a result of these com
plexities as wcl1 as the fact that tbmnal effects
from lDlderground bursts usually are unimpor
tant compared to otber effects, methods for pre
dicting thermal partition have DOt been develo~

eel for undergrolD1d bursts.

(
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II Underwater bursts are similar to under
ground bursts in that thermal radiation is greatly
reduced by the heat absorbed by the water and
by the screening effect of water thrown from

the crater. Thermal effects usuaIIy are 1DSlg

niIlc:ant. For example, a 20 Jet burst in 90 feet of

water produced negligible thermal radiation.

(



Problem 3-5. C81culation of ""1'1II81 Partition
for • Surt.:e Bunt

f

II Fsgure 3-18 contains a family of curves
that provide an effective thermal partition for
surface targets from nuclear explosions that.
occur at heishts of burst greater than 5 WO·3
feet and less than 180 WO·4 feet. A thermal par
titiilll 0: C.:1 should be used for surface targets
for bursts 5 WO·3 feet above or below the sur
face. Thermal partition for targets directly above
the burst should be obtained from FJBUre 3-J or
from the upper portion (above the dashed line)

Of~. 3-18.•
EJulmple .

iven: A 500 Id explosion at a height of
burst of 300 feet.

FuuJ: The effective thermal partition.
Solution: From FJgUre 3-18. the effective

thermal partition is 0.24.
Answer: The effective thermal partition for

a surface target is 0.24. The effective thermal
partition for a target directly above the bum is
0.45 (from Figure 3-1, or from the intersection
of the dasneo line in Figure 3-18 with a yield of

500 Id). The thermal partition for targets at
intermediate altitudes would fall between these
values. As a result of the uncertainties (see Reli
ability). the thermal partition for surface tarzets
could fall between 0.44 and 0.1. and the thennal
partition for tarsets directly over the burst could
fall between 0.65 and 0.25.

• RelJ.abUity: Interaction of the fireball
with the surface produces complex effects. and
thermal radiation from surface bursts cannot be
predicted as reliably as thermal radiation from
air bursts. Values of effective thermal partition
obtained from FIgUre 3-18 are estimated to be
reliable within :to.20 if the value is greater than
0.33. If the value that is read is less than 0.33.
the lower limit of the expected mnge of values is
40 percent of the value that is read. The same
tolerance is estimated for the effective thermal
partition of the fireball as seen from above.

.. Reltzted Millerlal: See paragraphs 3-1
through 3-3. See also FIgure 3-1.

o
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• THE THERMAL PULSE _

• Next in importance to the radiant
energy incident on a taraet is the rate at which
the eneJ'IY is delivered. Dry leaves that receive a
radiant exposure of 5 cal/cm'l. within a fraction
of a second would ignite, but ~t sunshine
produces the same radiant I;Aposure within'
about 3 minutes without produc:inl ignition.

~11 Thermal Power·Tim3 Curve •

• Figure 3-19 shows the power-time curve
for a 200 Jet burst at an altitude of 5,000 feeL
The .shape is complex, with three peaks showing
the results of competing processes (largely ass0

ciated with the changing optical effects pr0

duced by the shock front) that alter the level of
thermal radiation as the fueball evolves. Olanges

. -in ·burst altitude and weapon desisn can chanae
the number and sizes of the peaks, therefore a
complete, general description of thermal pulses
is~ex.
,. If the curve of Figure 3-19 is normalized

and plotted on linear graph paper it becomes
much simpler, as shown in FJgUIe 3-20. Also,
since equal areas on the linear graph represent
equal amounts of eneIJY, the curve in Figure
3-20 is a more realistic indication of the amount
of thermal damage that each portion of the
pulse can produce. The first peak. which lasts
=::-~::: ~ !:3:tion of a millisecond and which con
tains slishtly over 0.1 percent of the energy of
the pulse, cannot be seen. Eva! the second peak
is so compressed by the linear time scale that
~fit shows up as only a verticalliJle. .

_ When the features of the thermal p!!ISe
were fiJst~ little more was known about
the pulse than is Ibown in FJPR 3-20; conse
quently, these two peaks and the ft1ley were
called /int IPUI%inaDrI. IIPt mbrimum. and sec
ond maximum. Since the euIier features of the
pulse produce DeIIiIa'ble clamqe, many disc:us
sions ignore them; coasequently, the names
o~~ed to the later featmes still tend

3-46

to be used even though these names are not
strictly appropriate. In most of this chapter, the
fea~ shown in Figure 3-20 are called fust
maximum, principal minimum, and fmal maxi
mum (i.e., the first maximum and first minimum
shown in FIgUre 3-19 are ignored). The fust
maximum of low altitude bursts is sometimes
called the shock exposure maximum, a name
that suaests its physical orisin. However, this
name does not apply at all altitudes: above
about 60,000 feet, the mechanism responsible
for the fust maximum changes.

3-12 Energy-Time Curve •

• The energy curve in Figure 3-20 shows
the fraction of the thermal pulse enerzy that is
radiated by a given normalized time. For
example, it shows· that 0.5 perCent of the energy
is radiated prior to principal minimum, that
about 28 percent has been radiated by the time
of fmal maximum, and that 15 percent is radi
ated at times later than are shown on the graph.

3-13 The Standard ThIrmeI Pulse. .
• Analysis of thermal radiation phenom

ena may be simplified by selecting the auvcs in
FIgUre 3-20 IS beiDa representative of thermal
pulses in general. Since c:baDges in yield, alti
tude, and weapon desipl affect the shape of the
pulse. use of such a standard is an approxima
tion. Fortunately. this approximation is reason
ably accurate for most bursts below 100,000
feeL The 200 Itt burst at 5.000 feet was chosen
IS the basis for the standard thenna1 pulse for
this manual because bothyie1d and altitude have
midrange values for typicI1 thermal problems.

• Both of the curves in F'J:IUI'e 3-20 appear
in dimensionless form. The DOJ1D'liring param-
eters Ire 'mu' the time of fiJW maximum, and
Pm u' the radiated power at fiD81 muimum. Of
these parameters. tile moie frequently caladated
is t max. which specifies the time scale of the
entire tbemW pulse. Valaes of Imu may be

)
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( •obtained from FJIUle 3-21. Data for altitudes
above 100,000 feet should not be used without
consulting parqraph 3-19. Values of t~ all also
may be obtained from the equation

'max = 0.043 WO-"3 <PIPo )o."2 sec,

where W is the yield in Icilotons md plpo is the
ratio of the air density at the altitude of interest
to the air density at sea' level. Equations for
various thermal phenomena (including Pm 811:)
are summarized in paragraph 3-25. Table 34
shows values of piPo as a function of altitude.

-.
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Problem 3-6. C81culBtion of Time to Final Maximum

(

_ Figure 3-21 shows the time to final
maximum as a function of weapon yield and
burst altitude. Values of tmax obtained from
FJgUre 3-21 can be used to convert the nonnal- •
ized time scale in Figure 3-20 to aetual time
after burst.
S Example.·

Given: A 2S kiloton explosion at an alti
tude of 50,000 feel.

Find: The time of the fInal maximum.
Solution: The value of 'Ill ax may be ob

tained directly by interpolation j". FJgUrC 3-21,
or it may be calculated irom the dtuation given
in paragraph 3-13.

Answer: From Figure 3-21,

tmax =:= 0.078 sec.

From the equation

tmax = 0.043 (W)o.43 (PIPo )0.42 •

From Table 34, plpo =0.153 at an altitude of
50,000 feet in a standard atmosphere. There
fore,

tmax = (0.043)(25)0.43 (0.153)0.42

= 0.078 sec.

• Reliability: FIgUre 3-21 was obtained
from a combination of theoretical and experi
mental data. A description of the manner by
which these numbers were derived is given in
paragraph 3-25. Additional comments on the
reliability are given in the subsection REU
ABIUTY OF 1HERMAL SOURCE DATA.
Tunes given by this figure are estimated to be
re.!ii1l1e within ±25 percent.

• Relllted Material: See paragraphs 3-11
throggh 3-13. See also paragraphs 3-24 and 3-25
rnd Table 3-4.

3-50
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3-14 Effect of Thwm8I Pulse
Duration _ .

II For most taJpt materials and a particu
lar level of radiant exposure. there is a value of
thermal pulse length that will produce maximum
damage. If the pulse is too short, there will be
too little time for the energy to penetrate the.
material of an opaque target. Consequently, the
heat is conImed to a thin surface layer. This
myer "ill "r.lporize rapidly. and will carry the
deposited energy away with it. Often, this vapor
will be in the form of smoke. which will shield
the target from later portions of the thennal
pulse. If the pulse is too long. a thin target (e.g.•
paper) will dissipate the heat as it is received or a
thick tarset will absorb the energy harmlessly in
a thick. layer of material.

_, _ For the types of~age that rec:eive the
most attention - ignition of waste materials and
skin bums - most nuclear bursts produce ther
mal pulses that are longer than the pulse that
would produce maximum damage. Come
quentl)". in almost every situation a shon ther
mal pulse is more damaging than a long one.
Short thermal pulses are produced by low yields
and high burst altitudes.

_ The reasoning that bas been applied to
different thermal pulses also can be applied to
different portions of the same pulse. The first
1'u.Uc: ~ WWuiNrtant because of the small total
eneIBY that it contains. The final pulse radiates

about 70 percent of the total pulse eneI'IY by 3
t max' and this portion of the pulse produ.e;es
most of the thermal damage. Another 1S per
cent of the pulse eneqy is radiated between 3
'max and 10 t m... This also contributes to
thermal damage, but with reduced effectiveness
because~of the lower power level The remain
ing 1S percent of the pulse is released after 10
' m u SO slowly that it fails. to add significantly
to the total thermal damage.

3-15 Effect of~ on
Put. Shape...

• Although both yield and altitude affect
th~pe of the thermal pulse. the effect of
altitude is the more severe. Below 100.000 feet.
the changes are relatively minor. As illustrated in
FIgUre 3-22. higher altitudes increase the relative
width of the uf"lISt" pulse, which now contains
suffICient energy to produce significant damage
in some situations. The higher altitudes also d~

crease the depth of the principal minimum. The
width of the final pulse on the dimensionless
plot remains about the same, and the standard
pulse shape is still a fair representation of the
ability of the thermal pulse from a burst at
100.000 feet '"' produce damage. Thermal radia
tion damage to materials is discussed in Section
1lI, Chaptl 9, and thermal injuries are discussed
in Section II, Chapter 10.

.. Figure 3-23 shows a thermal ~ulse that
was c:3lculated for a 200 let burst· at an altitude
of 40 km (131.000 feet). Between 100,000 feet
and 131,000 feet, the pulse shape changes dras
tically. The principal minimum has disappeared.

·and even a logarithmic plot of this power-time
curve would show only a single maximum. These
differences in shape are caused by low air den
sity (about 0.33 percent of sea level density) and
the resulting weakness of shock. wave effects.
(As diSC'JSSed in paragraph 3-25. the oscillations
in the power-time curves of low altitude bursts
depend stronslY on the optical properties of the
shock wave.)

3-16 The EfIKts of n-meI
Put. Speci6cations on
'Th8nMI Pao titiu.1 •

• The time at which the prompt thermal
pulse ends must be specified in order to deime
the total eneJBY of the thermal pulse. Among
the logical choices are the foUowing:
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• Since the enerzy radiated after about 10

t max produces little damage, 10 t' is a
logical cutoff time. This choice wo~dxhave
the effect of increasing the height of the
energy curve so that it reaches 100 percent
at 10 t m ax in Figure 3-20. ' •

• At times on the order of 20 or 30 t •
fi ball dia

· max
Ire ra tIon becomes difficult to mea-

sure; therefore, the experimentally mea
sured thermal pulse typically ends in this
time range.

_ Precedent may be found for either alter
native. The defmition selected in this chapter is
approximately equivalent to the second choice
listed above: the portion of the pulse after 10
tm ax is a..o;signed a value of IS percent of the
total pulse energy. This defmition of the prompt
thermal pulse agrees within a few percent with
the thermal pulse as described in most reports
on thermal pulse measuremer.ts and on thermal
~eeffects.

_ Reports of theoretical calculations of
the thermal pulse usually defme the pulse energy
i., a way that corresponds roughly to the flI'St
alternative. The reason is a purely practical one:
since calculation of the pulse beyond lOt is

.th max
neI er accurate nor economical. the calcula-
tions usually are terminated at about 10 t max •

The reoorted energy content of the pulse is the
energy contained in that portion of the pulse
covered by the calculation. In reports describing
these calculated results, a radiant exposure of
8.S cal/cm2 may imply the identica\ thermal
pulse that is implied in this chapter bY a radiant
exposure of 10 cal/cm2 • Similarly. a thermal
partition of 0.34 as reported. for example, in
DASA 1~89 (see bibliography) is reported in
this chapter as approximately 0.40.

• The use of a standard thermal pulse
introduces another .problem. Since different
thermal pulses have different shapes. the con
W'Tlience of a standard pulse requires some sacri
fice in accuracy. To minimize the effects of this

loss in accuracy. the most damaging portion of
the pulse is matched carefully but substantial
errors are tolerated where power levels are low.
Comparison of the pulse for 200 let at 100.000
feet (FJgUre 3-22) with the standard pulse (Fig
ure 3-20) shows that the two pulses are nearly
equivalent near the time of fmal maximum but
q!['tedifferent at late times.

. To achieve this match, all parameters,
inclu . g thermal partition, are chosen to give
the correct power level and time scale at the
time of fmal maximum. For the burst at
100,000 feet. the value of thermal partition so
chosen is a. few percent higher than a value base"
solely on total thermal eneIiY. The standard
pulse shape implies a level of late time radiation
that the c:3JcWated thermal pulse for , ~O,OOO

feet fails to maintain. To match the high power
portions of the calculated pUlse to the standard
pulse shape. thermal partition must be made
artificially high.
.. These matters of defmition present no

partICUlar problem within this manual. Thermal
pulses below 100.000 feet are specified so that
the standard pulse shape, the assigned value of
thermal energy, and the time of fmal maximum
imply a pulse that provides a close match to the
actual pulse in its ability to produce thermal
damage. On the other hand. the user must keep
these details in mind if he wishes to compare
thermal data as given in this chapter with similar
data from other sources.

• FIREBALL BRIGHTNESS •

• The surface of a nl!clear f"ueball is many
times brishter than the surface of the SUD. The
image of the fireball. brought to a focus on the
retina of the eye, can produce burns and
rennanently damage the area covered by that
image (see paragraph 10-20. Chapter 10). Fue
ball brightness is therefore one of the important
parameters of the thermal' source.

• A detailed study of eye damage also re-

3-liIi
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quires knowledge of the spectral distribution of
thermal radiation and the transport properties of
the air as a function of wavelength; however, the
present discussion B limited to the most impor
tant and most easily used parameter, Si.i.o.-face
brightness. This quantity may be measured in
terms of the total power per unit area radiated
by the faeball. Convenient units are watts/cnr. •
Brightness of the SUI} provides ~ \!'lCful standard
for comparison. As viewed from oumde of the
atmosphere, the surface brightness of the sun is
6~watts/cm: .

_ For bursts below 100,000 net, the ap
proximate brightness of the fueball at fmal max
imumis

2.7 x l(f
B =------ watts/cm2 ,

WCU 4 (PIPo )0.42

-where JII is yield in kilotons and plpo is the ratio
of ambient air density at burst altitude to
ambient air density at sea level This equation
gives a rough approximation of faeball bright
ness: more complete and accurate data for a
particular yield and altitude may be found from
the equation.

P
B=---~~

4 x 1(f1rRi

where P is power in watts radiated by the fire
:...:: ~..; ::r :.. ar~ball radius in meters. Values of
P and Rr as functions of time may be found for
a wide range ofyields and altitudes in "Theoret
ic:al Models for Nuclear F"aeballs," DASA 1589
(see bibliography). .'

• Scattered 1i&ht from a nuclear fireball
can contD"bute to temporary fbshblindDess, but
it is too diffuse to produce retin:!l bums. Conse
quently, the din:ct flux from the DUclear fireball
is the only parame!er of interest in the study of
eye damqe. Transmittance calCdlations me Dot
appropriate. because they iD'clude scattered as
well as direct flux.

_The direct flux received from a low alti
tude burst (burst height about 1/4 mile or less)
is attenuated by the factor

T = e-URfV
d

where Td is the transmission coefficient of the
atmosphere for direct flux, R is the slant range,
and V is visual range. For higher altitude bursts,
the transmission coefficient is

where 1'(h) is optical thickness of the model
atmosphere with 16-mile visual range (Figure3-"d h is the height ofburst. '

These equations give average attenuation
for e entire fireball spectrum and underesti
mate the 8lilount of infrared energy that the
atmosphere can transmit. Since infrared COD

tn"butes substantially to eye damage. exposure
to f"Jreball ndiation may be somewhat more
serious than the equations given above would
indicate. F"JBUI'eS 10-6 ~ugh 10-10 provide
estimates of safe .eparation distances for eye

1(for various observer and burst altitudes.
Ooud layezs attenuate direct flux more

than ey attenuate radiant exposure. A cloud
layer between the burst ad the ground will pre>
duce the approximate attenuations shown in
Table 3-3. The transmission coefficients shown
in Tabl e ~3 are based an visible Iight, but they
are expec::ted to apply to the entire fireball spec
trum within the limits to which a transmission
coefficient am be matched to a particular sky
condition.

__ THE THE~LSE FROM
SPECIAL WEAPONS ..

_ As stated in~ph 245, Chapter
2, weapons that haft e:Dbaced radiation out-

(
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Table. 3-3. II Attenuation of Direct Thermal Radiation by a Cloud or Hlze Layer II

Type of
Atmosphere

Very clear

Oear

Ught haze

Medium haze

Heavy haze

Description of Sky

Visual range is 25 miles or more. This
condition is rare except at high altitude
locations.

Sky deep blue. Shadows are distinct
and dark.

Sky white; dazzling near the sun. Shadows
visible, gray.

Sky bright grayish white. Can view sun
without discomfort. Shadows are vis.ible
but faint.

Sky duD gray-white. The SUD'S disk is
just visible. Shadows are barely discernible.

Transmission
Coefficient

for Direct flux

90.0%

80.0%

3.0%

0.1%

0.OO3~

1-

--puts, i.e., weapons that produce a large fraction X-rays
of their output· the form of neutrons. rmna and re- -.:

~
s. or X-ray near y 0 e rcmauung energy as ther- ft-

. , m er mal and kinetic eners:Y of the weapon debris (sec
wave than a nominal Weapon of the same paragraph 44, Chapter 4). Such a source serves

yield. Similarly, the ·thermal pulse from such as a convenient starting point for calculations
::.pccial weapons may be weaker than that frOm a involving weapons with other characteristiQi..
nominal weapon. The explanation for the Ie- The procedules descr."bed in this subsection
dueed thermal output is the same as the explana- apply to bwst altitudes of 100,000 feet and
tion for a weaker blast W&Ve: neutrons. gamma lower.

rays. and ... :,i:':. energy X-rays travel muCh farther ~17 Effective Thermal Y'18Id
through the atmospheJc than the eneqy fro~ a .•
conventiooal weapon; therefo~ a 1arRe portion of SI*iaI WupoIIS
of the weapon eDersY may bea~ by air _ The modified thermal effects pro-
far from the burst. This air wiD not become suf-••...f dueed by we8poas with enhmced outputs may
ficiently hot to contribute effectively to either be calculated in terms of an effective thermal
the blast wave or to the thermal pulse. yield. This is clem.ed • the yield that a nominal

•
The termS "nominal weapon" and warhead would have in order to radiate the same

"conveD onal weapon" used in the preceding thermal meqy. the spec:ial weapon. Effective
parasraph refer to a nuclear weapon that neli- thermal yield should not be interpreted to mean

W7
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• enel'lY radiated (a quantity sometimes
assigned to the term ""thermal yield"). Effective
thermal yield means the effective value of total
yield f8 be used in thermiU CIIlcuIations.
~e concept of effective thermal yield is

an""I-simplification, and it cannot describe the
perfonnance of special weapons precisely. For
example, the effective thermal yield calculated •
on the basis of time of fmal maximum will, in
general, be slightly different from the effective
thermal yield that gives the correct value of total
thermal energy radiated. A still different effec
tive thermal yield would predict the correct

PQlat fmal maximum.
In this subsection, effective thermal

yie d is the value that gives the correct value for
!berm.- ·energy radiated, be<:ause, in most appli
cations, this is the most important of the ther
mal parameters. Other parameters may be caleu-

btecI by using this same value of effective ther
mal yield, but the calculation will be somewhat
less accurate than if the procedure had been de
signed to calculate those parameters.
~Effectivethermal yield is roughly the

amount of enetgy that the nuclear source de
posits within a sphere the size of the fireball at
the time of the princip~.minimum. 1bis radius
is

R..,.'r:t.
95 W036

feet=
(PIp )0.22

0

29 W036
meters,=

(PIp )0.22
0

where III is the weapon yield in kilotons, p is the
ambient air density at the burst altitude, and Po
is the ambient dCDSity at sea level Table ~
shows the ratio pIPo as a function of altitude.
Enetgy that is deposited beyond the radius
~iJ1 is lISSiDIled to make a JleI1ip"ble oontn"bu
tion to the energy radiated by the fireball.

Table 3-<'. II Relative Air Density • I

Function of Altitude •

Relative Relative
AltilUde Density,* Altitude Density,*
(feet) p/po (feet) p/po

0 1.000 80,000 0.0361
1,000 0.971 85,000 0.0284
2.000 0.943 90,000 0.0224
3,000 0.915 95,000 0.0176
4,000 0.888 ]00,000 0.0140

5,000 0.862 ] ]0.000 8.69-3t
10,000 0.739 120.000 5.43
15,000 0.629 130,000 3.45
20,000 0.533 ]40,000 2.22
25,000 0.449 150,000 1.45

30,000 0.375 160,000 9.77-4
35,000 0.311 170.000 6.69
40.000 0.247 180.000 4.65
45,000 0.194 190,000 3.22
50,000 0.153 200,000 2.22

55,000 0.121 210.000 ].54
60,000 0.0949 220,000 l.05
65,000 0.0747 230.000 7.05-5
70.000 0.0586 240.000 4.62
75,000 0.0459 250.000 2.60

I p0 • 2.38 x 10-3 slUlS!fr.3 • 1.225 IfI1/cm3.
t 8.69-3 meaDS 8.69 x 10-3•

• Since the size of the fireball is deter
minecr' by the thermal eneraY it contains, it
would be 1000cal to let III represent effective
thermal yield rather than total weapon yield. To
do this requires a trial-and~r approach. Effec
tive yield is unknown until the equation given
above has been solved and the CIlellY deposited
within Rmla bas been detenDiDed. In practice,
the accuracy of this method for calculating
effective thermal yield is" sufficiently uncertain
that this refinement is seldom justified. Unless

o
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The c::ilculation is then repeated on the basis 0

tlMw value of scaled radius.
._ The effective thermal yield calculated by

the procedures described above may be used to
calculate other thermal parameters by· the
methods described in prccedinJ paragraphs. For
example. the effective thermal yield may be
used as the weapon yield to c:a1c:ulate thermal
partition as described in paragraph 3-1.

3-18 'TherINI Pu_ ShtL..from
~.....

_ The two properties that characterize
special weapons ('m the sense that the term is
used in this chapter) 8J'C that the initial deposi
tion of eDeIIY fills a JuIe volume and that the
deDsity of the deposited eDeiIY drops paduaDy
with c6staDce from the point of burst wheD com
puecl to DOminal weapons. The early fireball of
• conventional weapon rapidly develops a
sharply defined ed8e. fOl1Ded ~y the sbock
fronL The sbarply defined ed&e results in a very
briabt fireball; the diffuse fireball from an en
~ced weapon is relatively dim, bca»nina
brilht only wilen the shock wave propaptes
tbrouIh the iDc:adesceDt reaioD of tbe initial
fireba1I

a • unt of
aamma ray eD!ZIY that is deposited within R m 1a
of the burst.Jhe 1 Mey pmma photon curve in"
Fiaure 3-24 is approximately Jqn'eSeIitatM of
th': e:t:r&Y deposition properties of the pmma
spectrum of a nuclear weapo~

<P/po) R IIIiD = 9S JYO.36 <p/po)o.78 feet

= 29 JtlG36 (PIPo fL78 meters.

This is the path length at sea 1eYel that passes
through the same amount of air that a path of
length Rm in passes tbrouah at the burst altitude.
Use of this sc:aled radius makes further scaling
unnecessary.

2. Assume that 100 percent of the debris is
..........;~ within the radius.

c

( --the effective thennal yield is Jess than half of the
total yield. it is IeCOmmended that W·hi ee.Uaie~
to.otield in ~~ equation. :.. ..". ~;" ..

To determine the amount of en~
de within a radius Rm i.'of the ~.;~~
form of the ene emi
be determined.

I
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RdIled AlJltetiIIJ: See puqrapbs 3-1
tbroUlb 3-6, 3-17"md 3-18. See also paragrapbs
44 tbrouah 4-8. Qapter 4.

.
Problem 3-7. C8Iculation of the Effective Thermal Yielel

of • HOt X-ny Werhead _

_ ParaBraPh 3-17 outlines six steps to·
be used together with Figure 3-24 to determine
the effective thermal yield of weapoM with
enhanced radiation outputs. The eff~tiYe ther
mal yield thus obtained is used in place of the
",upon yield to calculate the various thermal
parameters as described in preceding paragraphs
of this chapter.
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.. HIGH ALnTUDE THERMAL
PHENOMENA

expcnmen and theoreti
are 'VeIY limited. so the methods described are
based on information that is sketchy at 1Y~"'. An
additional problem affects theoretical ~~:. the
approximations necessary to Jimit computer pr0

grams to a usable size become poorer at bigher 
altitudes. Although many points of agreement
exist between experimental data and the corre
sponding computer calculations. the confidence
that can be placed on theoretical results is less at
high altitudes than at low altitudes.

3-19 Thernud Partition III ."
• Two factors affect thermal partition at

~titudes.First. shock waves form much less
::::~~j' i:l :he thinner air; comequently the fire.
ball is able to radiate thermal eDeIIY that would
have been traDsformed to hydrodynamic energy
of the bl2st wave at lower altitudes. Second. the
thinner air allows eneJIY from the, nuclear
source to travel :nuch farther than is Possa"bie at
SQ level. Some of this eDellY travels so far from
the source tbat it makes 110 contn"bution to theenlcontained in the fireball

In aeneraJ. the first of these factors be
eo effective between about 100.000 and
140.000 feet. ad, IS a result, thermal efficiency
rises. Above 140,000 feet. the second factor be
,;;cuics :"'i.e more important and efficiency drops.

in the previous subsection on special
weapoas. this method mquires that 'the X-ray
output of the weapon be repnsented by the sum
of several black body spectra.. The enei'gy density •
deposited at a given l3JI8IC may then be obtained
from FJIUIe 3-25a or 3-25b. Briefly. the scaling
procedure is !he following: the energy 1:iE2 =
2.500 cal!gm is sc:akd by the equation

./

This equation is~ fol' AE•• the value of
energy to be read directly from FJgUre 3-25a or
3-2Sb. In this equation, pIPo is the ratio of
ambient air density at burst' altitude to ambient

I ,



•.densitY at sea level (Table 3-4), IVI is a referm~
yield of I let and IV2 is the e:De!IY, iii. kilotons.
contained in a particular black body temperature
~entof the nuclear source. ~

~.The scaled radius R I is read directly
from 'the horizontal axis of ,FlgUR 3-25a or
3-25b. lbis radius is related to the ,a~ual radius
R2 by the scaling equation

R I _ P
T--'

2 Po

time (seet Figure 3-23). pulse duration no longer
can be specified in terms of the time to fmal
maximum. A number that is useful in many
applications is '70' the time required for a pulse
to deliver 70 percent of the total energy. At low
altitudes,' .

and it foUows tt.at at high altitudes it might be
possible to assi6Q an effective time of fmal maxi-
mum such th:'t .'

However. the rest of the problem does not re
quire that R2 be known; the calculation is based
only on the scaled radius RI • In general, RI ' is
determined by more than a single speetral COUl-

-POJ1ent; the way in which this~~OD is pei
formed is made clear in Problem 3-7.
~ The method of t:reatina _~ebris, samma,
anftutron eDetBY is identical to that descr:i'bed
. h3-17 .

The proc::edures described above apply to
burst altitudes up to about 250,000 feeL

3-20 High AItitu. ,......... -
Pulse Duration II

_ Since the tbeJmal puJIe &om a high alti
tuPexplosion rises to its maximum in an
extremely short time and dec:Iines fro~ that

\. ..... ~ ~-•. '. : ... :---~ '-, ". -,.'.u (effective) = '70/2.9.

Analyses of a limited numbel' of com
puter calculations of biIb altitude burst
phenomena show the foUowiDa trends: below
80,000 feet, the equation holds within the
scatter of the data; above 80,000 feet, the ther
mal pulse is delivered more rapidly than this
equation predicts, until at 160,000 feet the
pulse is only about a third as 1on& as predicted
by th~ equation, above 200,000 feet, the pulse
approaches and, in one case, exceeds the pre
dieted value. This behnior is shown in Figure
3-26.
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." Problem 3-8. .c.lcul8tion of ThMmaI Energy R..i8t8d from .
• • Hi.. AIti1u. ExpIGiian

_ Fi~ 3-2~a ~~. 3-25b~"~O~ the den-
sity of deposited' enelBY from wrious enerzy
sources as a function of ranse from a 1 kiloton
explosion at sea level These figures, topthcr
with the equations given in paragraph 3-19 pro-

_vide the means to determine the thermal erleIBY
radiated by wrious yields at burst altitudes

'between about 120,000 feet and 250,000 feeL
If the bum altitude js" between 100 left and 120
kft, thermal partition should be obtairied by
interpolation between the thermal partition
obtained for 100 kft by the methods described
in paragraph 3-1 and the thermal part" -.'))1 deL~r

mined by the methods illustrated b....ow. If the
bum altitude is above 250,000 feet, refer to
paragraph 3-21.
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paragraphs 3-1
uSb 3-6 and 3-19 through 3-21. See also

Table 3-4. -
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If the distaDce d is peater than the height of
burst, and equivalent point source is located at

Ro (kilofeet) =[(270)2 + 1/2 (h _ 270~] 1/2.

D, Chapter 10). The total tI1ermal energy emit
ted 8$ a result of the debris deposition is masked
by that enel'BY emitted at lower altitudes as a
IeSU1t of X-ray deposition insofar as total energy

]{

Ches the earth is concerned.
About one-fourth of the X-ray enel'BY

from e explosion is absorbed in the low den
sity air of the reradiating region, and only a
small fraction, which decreases with the height
of burst, is reradiat~ as secondary radiation.
Consequently, only a few percent of the weapon
energy is emitted as radiation capable of causing
damage at the earth's surface. In fact. for bursts
at altitudes exceedinl about 330,000 feet the
thermal radiation from a nuclear explosion even
in the megaton range is essentially ineffective on

•

und.
If t.1ae horizontal distance d from ground

zero, Le., from the point on the ground immedi
ately ~Iow the center of the disk-like region, to
the position where the incident thermal energy
is to be calculated is less than the height of
burst, h. the source may be regarded as being
located at the median adius of the disk in an
altitude of 270,000 feet; this is indicated by the
point S in FlgW'C 3-27. Hence. for the target
point X. the appropriate slant range is given by

with d and h in kilofeet. 1bis expression holds
even when d is greater than 1/2 (h - 270); al
though the quantity in the square brackets is
then negative. the square is positive. The slant
I3OF, Ro ' for sround zero is obtained by setting
d equal to zero; thus,

R (kilofeet) ={(270)2 + [1/2 (h - 270) _ d) 2} 1/2,

e tions indicate that at heilhts
o urst at or above about 290.000 feet the
incandescent air heated by absorption of X-rays
from the explosion is approximately at the same
altitude, regardless of the actual height of burst.
The heated region then reradiates at the longer
wavelengths which could reach the sround. The
reradiating region is in the form of a frustum of
a cone, pointing upward, with a vertic:al thick
ness of approximately 45,000 feet and a mean
altitude of 270,000. At this altitude, the radius
of the frustum is roughly equal to the difference
ixawe:c:JI Ule: ilCight of burst hand 270,000 feet,
ie., h - 270,000 feet. Consequently. as the burst
altitude increases, the radius of the radiating
region becomes greater but its thickness and alti
tude remain ro~ghly constant. The shape of the
region tI1us approaches a thick disk centered at
about 270,000 feet altitude. 1be debris enerzy
still is contained fairly locaDy wtD tile beiBht of
burst reaches the debris stoppiJ!a altitude of
about 380,000 feet (see Table 8-1, Chapter 8).
but the main effects of thermal CDersY delivered
as a result of debris deposition at these altitudes
are flashblindness or retinal bums (see Sec:tion

..

..
t

I
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•the center of the radiating disk at 270.000 feet
altitude; then

R (kilofeet) ., [(270)2 + d2] 112.

. II The calculations assumed that 80 per- •
cent of the total yield is emitted as X-ray energy
and that 25 percent of this energy is absorbed in
the radiating disk region. Hence, 0.8 x 0.25 =
0.2 of the total yield is absorbed. For calculating
the radiant exposure, the total yield W iD the
equations in paragraph 3-2 is consequently re
placed by 0.2 W. Furthermore. the equivalent of
the thermal partition is called the "thermal
efficiency." E. defmed as the effective fraction
of the absorbed energy that is reradiated. Hence.
if R is in kilofeet, the equation for radiant expo-
~ given in paragraph 3-2 becomes

The values of E given in Figure 3-28 as a func
tion of height of burst and yield were obtained
by the theoretical calculations mentioned pre
viously. The transmittance may be estimated
from Fagure 3-1 S. but no serious error would be
involved by setting it equal to unity for the large

bUrst heights involved. No attempt should be
JDitQc lU UlLl::rpolate between values of radiant
exposure obtained for a burst beilbt of 250.000
feet bv the method described in paragraph 3-19
and the values obtained for 290.000 feet by the
method descnbed in this parapapb. If values of
radiant exposure from bursts between these alti
tudes are desired. it is ft:CD......-ded that the

- radiant exposure be calculated for each altitude
(250.000 feet aDd 290.000 feet) and that the
higher or lower value be taken as an estimate.
depending on the direction of conservatism that
is desired. .

3-72

• RELlABI~ OF THERMAL
SOURCE DATA •

_ Most of the thermal radiation source
da-nresented in this chapter were obtained
from the series of computer runs reported in
DASA 1589, "Theoretical Models for Nuclear
FIreballs" (see bibliography). These data are not
purely theoretical: development of the com
puter code included comparisons of calculated
results with experimental data. and adjustments
in the assumed weapon characteristics wereDillE result of these comparisons.

The advantages of computer data (pro-
vi t this choice can be justified) are:

(I) This method eliminates many random
errors that are inh',:ent in '~xperimental data.
These random errors include uncertainty in the
exact value of nuclear yield. instrument errors.
uncertain ty in atmospheric' transmittances,
blurring of some results as a resu!t of rmite time
resolution of certain instruments, and uncer
tainty in the methods for transforming measured
data to the parameters required for thermal
calculations.

(2) Computer calculations can generate a
large amount of data for a wide range of yields
and altitudes that are not available from
experiments.

(3) Errors that appear in the code results are
likely to be consistent; therefore. the code
probably predicts the trends produced by
changes in yield or altitude more accurately than
itlldicts the results of any individual burst.

The disadvantage of using the code is
ttii at best it gives only an approximation of
the many processes that determine. directly or
indirectly. the amount of thermal enelJY radi
ated. The method of accounting for spectral
absorption lines is an example of the approxima
tions that are required. A subroutine stores data
for 1S1,528 different spectral lines. yet this is a
small ftaction of the number of lines that affect

•
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radiative tnnsport within the fileball.

_ Justification for using the code is the
~ent between COde ~ts IIIld measured
data. The most striking areas of agreement are:
(l) radius-time data. which are the most
accurate experimental data. ad (2) the ability
of the code to reproduce intricate details of f"ae
ball evolu~on such as the fluctuations of the·
power-time curve (F1JUIe 3-19) ad the complex

]£observed in high altitude faeballs.
Unfortunately, the code-ca]c:ulated

etem that are of more direct interest in
this chapter (e.g., thennal partition) cannot be
confirmed as accurately by experimental data.
Since uncertainty in the experimental data gen
era1Iy is as great as the discrepancy between
theory and experiment, the experimental data
prov':"e no clear indication of the reliability of

_th!=~de results, e.g., the code reproduces ob
served f"ueball phenomena within the accuracy
of most test measurements._This agreement has been obtained by
comparisons of early code results with experi
mental data; however, changes in the code have
never taken the fonn of arbitrary correction fac
tors. Two exampJes illustrate the procedure used
to rorrect the code.

_ The code, as originally written, did not
p~ the correct level of radiation. during the
first maximum. Analysis of the radiative prop
erties of the shock front revealed that a shock
precursor (discussed' in paragraph 3-25), a wry
thin layer ofheated air ahead of the shock front,
determines the radiative properties of th~ fire
ball during this interval. The fine structure qf
this precursor was lost by the approximate
methods that were required to represent the

. shock front on the computer. A possible solu
tion, much finer zoning in the region of the
shock front, was rejected as uneconomical; how
ever, a separate prosram. to calculate shock-wave
properties save results that~ with the ob
served first maximum. 'Ibis separate program

3-74

ese illustrations show that the com
p results are based on physical data. In a
sense, experimental data are represented indi
rectly because they indicated the parts of the
computer program that should be examined
more closely. Nevertheless. agreement be~n
code results and observations indicate that the
physics of radiative transport and hydrodynamic
motion is understood well enough that the com
puter program is an adequate representation of
the fireball itself. Therefore, in this chapter
these code results are tentatiwly accepted as the
preferred somc:e of data concerning the source
ofthennai radiation from nuclear fi.-d)al!s.

_ RELATION OF RADIANT EXPOSURE
TO PEAK OVERPRESSURE II

_ In many weapons effects problems, the
~p is to determine which nuclear effect
establishes the damage radius for a given burst.
The series of figures in this subsection (FIgUre
3-29 through 3-56) show radiant exposme and
peak oveapaessure as a function of height of
burst and ground distance for 7 yields. The
curves in these figures provide an aid in the
determination of whether.hlast or thermal ef-

. fects will be more important for specific situa
tions. Four families of curves are presented for

. each yield. In each case the first two families of

()

I
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<:UrYeS arc for no atmospheric attenuation of the ranges less than 16 miles. The curves are in-
-thermal radiation, i.e., the worst case thenna1 tended to be used as an aid in determining the
exposure, and the second two fam,ilies of curves relative importance of blast and thennal radia-
are for a visual range of 16 miles (a clear day). tion. Their use can be extended beyond the
Table 3-S shows a summary of the data pre- particular values that are plotted. For instance,selin the figures. the value of radiant exposure obtained from the

These curves reflect the data ~nted <:UrYeS for no atmospheric attenuation may be
in r~ceding paragraphs of this chapter and the converted to the value for any visual range by
free field air blast data from Chapter 2 accurate- multiplying by the transmittance appropriate to
Iy for the yields and conditions shown on each the given conditions. Interpolation between
fJgUre; however, they do not provide the answers yields will provide a flJ'St order, and frequently
to all potential problems, e.g., only 7 yields are sufficient, estimate of the more important
included, and no data are presented for visual effect.

Table 3-5. II Surnrnart~f Biast-Therrrull Curves __

Figure Yield Atmospheric Blast Values
Number (Itt) Attenuation (psi)

3-29 0.01 None 10-50
3-30 0.01 None 1- 4
3-31 0.01 16 Mile Visual Range 10-50
3-32 0.01 16 Mile Visual Ringe 1- 4

C
3-33 0.1 None 10-50
3-34 0.1 None ]- 4
3-35 0.] 16 Mile VISlIal Range 10-50
3-36 0.1 -16 Mile VISUa1 Range 1- 4
3-37 1.0 None 10-50
3-38 1.0 None ]- 4
3-39 l.O ]6 Mile Visual Range 10-50
3-40 1.0 ]6 Mile Visual Range 1- 4
~o(Il ]0 None 10-50
3-42 ]0 None ]- 4
3-~3 10 16 Mile VISual Range 10-50
3-44 ~O ]6 Mile VISlIal Range 1- 4
3-45 100 None 10-50
3-46 ]00 None ]- 4
3-47 ]00 ]6 Mile VISUal 1bDF ]0-50
3-48 100 ]6 Mile VIIUal Rmae ]- 4
3-49 1,000 None ]0-50
3-50 ],000 None 1- 4
3-5] ],000 ]6 Mile Vaual Range ]0-50
3-52 1,000 ]6 Mile Visual Raaae 1- 4
3-53 ]0,000 None Io-SO
3-54 ]0,000 None ]- 4
3-S~ ]0,000 ]6 Mile VJSUI1 Raaae 10-50
3-56 ]0,000 16 Mile VISUIl Raqe 1- 4
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II PHYSICS OF~REBALL
DEVELOPMENT •

- It i.. not necessary to understand the
p=-cs that govern fireball evolution to perform
the calculations of the thermal environment that
are described in the preceding paragraphs. The
following discussion is an introduction to the.
subject of fuebaU physics that is intended to
introduCe certain additional f"uebaU phenomena
and to serve as a bridge to more advanced cIiscus
sions found in the references.

3-22 Black Body Radiation •

• A basic principal of physics is tliat a
~.uiiator is also a good absorber of radia
tion. Tnus. a perfectly black object. i.e., one
that absorbs aU of the radiation that is incident
on it is an ideal radiator of thermal radiation.

-- --Co~uently, black body ladiation is a con
venient standard to which thermal radiation
from actual sources can be compared.

•
The radiation properties of nuclear

w ns frequently may be described as a black
body source of a given temperature or as a com
bination of several such sources. Paragraph 4-2,
Chapter 4, descn"'bes the properties of an ideal
black body source. Paragraphs 4-4 through 4-7,
Chapter 4, describe the spectral characteristics
of nu~lear weapons in terms of black body
sources.

3-23 Opecity.
_The flow of energy through a nuclear

fueball is strongly affected by the opacity of
heated air. The term opacity corTeet1y sugeSt$
impedance to the ~w of radiation, i.e.. eneIBY
flows more slowly tbroup those parts of the
fireball in which the opacity of the air is high. A
less obvious but equally importmt effect of
opacity arises from the physical principle de
scribed in paragraph 3-22: in order to be a good
radiator of thennal energy a material must also
be a good absorber. For this reason the late time

3-104

fireball cannot radiate effectively. The gas be
comes relatively tr.msparent and. as a-result,
ladiates its energy so slowly that it produces

Kible thermal damage.
In ladiation transport theory, the term

opaa is assisned .. more specific meaning than
it has as a nontechnical world. In a medium that
absorbs much more radiation than it scatters
(this is generally true of the hot gases that con
stitute the fireball), opacity is the reciprocal of
the mean free path, the average distance that a
photon travels before it is absorbed. Thus, the
units of opacity are reciprocal distance, and
values given in the following discussion are in
meters-I .

• The terms ·"opaque" and "transparent"
are~ in a less specific senSe. A zone of air is
opaque if it is th··:k compared to the mean free .
path of the ra':13tioD passing through it. For
example, if a region 1 meter thick has an opacity
of 10 metet"1 (mean free path =1/10 meter), it
is definitely opaque; if its opacity is 0.01
meter-I (mean free path = 100 meters), it is
quite !J'ansparent.

•
The opacity of a gas is different for

plio ons of different energy; therefore, the lama
tion to which the value of opacity applies must
be specifIed. NonnalIy, opacity is given as an
average value that represents the transport
properties of that black body spectrum which

J[nds to the temperature of the gas.
There is an optimum Yalue of opacity

tba illows the fireball to mdiate at the highest
pos5IDle rate. This value is low enough to permit
rapid flow of thermal energy from the hot
interior of the fiJeball to the cooler surface
layers. but it is high enough that all regions of
the fireball are able to radiate the thermal
eneIBY that they contain.

II The physical processes that detennine
opaaty over the range of temperature and
photon energies that are of interest are changes
in the energy levels of atoms or molecules. At
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photon eneqie:s of a few eV· or bigher, these
processes involve absorption of the photon
energy by the e1ec:trons of the atom or molealle.

, At the lower photon energies characteristic of
infraIed photons. the interactiOllS may involve
changes in the vibrational states of atoms. AU of
these interactions involve changes betweeo two
allowable eneqw states of the atom or molecule.
In many cases the photon encounters an atom
that has no allowable energy level that exceeds
its present energy level by exactly the photon
energy. In these cases, absorption of the photon
is impossible. Photons of visible light propagat
ing through air illustrate this condition. The
photon energy is too high to excite the small
changes in molecular energy that certain infrared
photo~ can produce. and it is too low to pr0

duce the electronic excitation or ionization that
certain photons in the ultraviolet region can pro
duce. Consequently, pure air is transparent to
these photons, affecting them only by infre
quent scattering interactions.

_ The radiating properties of the faeball
an~ surrounding air are strongly affected by
a particular absorption band of the oxygen
molecule, the Schumann-Runge band. Although
several mechanisms render air opaque to
photons with energies of the order of 10 eV, the
Schumann-Runge band is particularly important
because it is effective at lower values of photon
energy than other strong absorption bands. For
this reason, it determines the cutoff energy of
thilctrum of transll)itted photon energies.

The Schumann-Rurige band normally
a r s only those photons with enerziC!s greater
than about 6.7 eVe Howewr. when air is heated
to temperatures of a few ~~usand degrees,
oxygen molecules are excited to hi&a~ vibrational
energy leYeIs, with reduces the mew gap
between the· equilibrium molecular statio'S and
the Schumann-Runge continuum. This smaller
energy gap reduces the energy that a photon
must have in order to induce a transition. and air

at 4.000o K absorbs photons with energies as low
as 3 eV strongly. This is the photon energy that
.is associated with violet lights. Thus, the hot
layer of air surrounding the luminous region of
the fireball removes most ultraviolet energy
from thennal radiation, causing fireball radiation
to contain a much lower fraction of ultraviolet
energy than does sunlight.

3-24 The Fintball Bet...
Final Maximum ...,

II A discussion of a low altitude fireball
close to the final maximum is valuable for two
reasons: this stage of development is of practical
interest because the bulk of the thermal pulse is
emitted during this fmal pulse; it is of theoret
ical interest because IT )5t of the physical phe
nomena affecting all :.a:ages of fueball develop
ment are active at the time of final maximum.
Figure 3-57 shows the opacity properties of a
particular flICbalI in terms of four zones.

• Zone I: The" hot core of the fireball has a
relatively uniform tc;mperature. For this
reason, it i~ called the "isothermal sphere."
Since this zone is fairly transparent at most
stages of fireball development, thermal
energy flows rapidly from hotter regions to
cooler ones. and large temperature differ
ences cannot form. At the time shown in
Figure 3-57, the opacity is about 1 meter.

• Zone II: At the edge of the isothermal
sphere. opacity rises rapidly because of in
creasing air density. Air in this zone not
only is more opaque to its own radiation
(the mean free path drops to about 12 em);
it has much higher opacit)· to the higher
temperature radiation from the isothermal
sphere. Zone I is expanding by heating the
air in Zone II; as a result. Zone II has a high
temperature ,Jradient. The outer edge of
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II
Zone D forms the radiatin& surface of the
visible fireball.

• Zone m: Between the fireball and the
shock front, air is too cool to radiate
energy efficiently. The low opacity of this
region to its own radiation reflects this
property. This resion is, however. opaque
to portions of the radiation from Zone n.
It absorbs the blue and ultraviolet resions
of the spectrum. As a result, it intercepts
part of the energy radiated by the fireball
and changes the spectral disttJ."bution of
f"ueball radiation as seen from a distance.

• ZoPle IV: Ambient air is relatively trans-.
parent to infrared. ~"ble, and near
ultraviolet radiation, and will trammit that
portion of the fireball radiation that is
emitted in this spectral region.

3-25 History of Fireb8ll Evolution II
_ Most of the stages of fireball develop

menWf'are of little interest in coDDection with
thermal damase, but, for some purposes. the
entire sequence of observable phenomena pr0

vides useful information. The most obvious

Deleted

application is the comparison of computer calcu
lations with. experimental data. This comparison
is an excellent indication of the degree to which
the computer program simulates actual fireball

.~not the purpose of this discussion to
consider phenomena that contribute only
minutely to the total thermal output in detail.
The user who desires such detail should CO,lt
"Theoretical Models for Nuclear Fueballs "
DASA 1589, or "Thermal Radiation e-
~" DASA 1917 (see bibliography).
__ F"J8UIe 3-58 shows a calculated poW"'.:r

time curve for a 200 let burst at 5,000 feet (this
curve was presented previously in Figure 3-19
and forms' the basis for the standard thermo
pulse in FJP!e 3-20). The labeled points con-=
spond to the following events:

1. Deposition of the X-ray energy from the
nuclear source produces an extremely hot zone
of completely ionized air surrounded by a transi
tion resion in which the temperature drops to
the ambient value. 1bis transition region is pr0

duced by the higher energy X-ray photons radi
ated by the source. It is hot (and therefore

(

F.... 3-&8. 8 c.ae:u~ PowIr-Tinw a.v. far • - .
. 200 kilotOn. Bum • 6.000 t.t •
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opaque) enough to obscure vislole radiati0t:l
from the central zone. The I"2diaticm that is seen
.is produced by this so-called X-ray veil.

2. The isothennal sphere continually expands
IS radiation from the hot plasma is absorbed by
the cooler, opaque pses at the edF of the
sphere. The jump in radiated power at point 2.
0<:CUrS as this hot sphere breaks through the
X-ray veil and the brishtness suddenly increases.

3. .~ t!le fireball continues to IfOW by radi
ative expansion. it enlNlfs more and more of the
partially opaque air surrounding the veil itself.

4. Hydrodynamic motion, delayed by the
inertia of the strongly heated air, bas developed
te) the point that a shock front bas formed at the
surface of the fireball. The at""'.JPt temrerature
rise created by the shock front produces a :oud
den brightenicg of the fireball surface. Th£:.

. - -eVent is partially obscured by the shock pre
cursor. a thin zone of air ahead of the shock
front thai has been heated by radiation from the
shock front. It is similar to the X-ray veil formed
at earlier times. The peale at 4 is caned the shock
formation maximum.

S. As the shock front is attenuated by its
expansion. both the shock temperature and the
shock precursor temperature rall, and radiated
power declines. At S. the shock~ is be
coming transparent; power starts to inaease as
radiation from the shock front penetrates
beyond the edge of the fireball. 'Ibis point is
caned the shock precursor minimum.

6. At some altitudes. a peak known as the
debris shock maximum 0C(;Uft IS the Ihock wave
produced by bomb debris overtakes cd inteDsi
ties the main shock WPe. ID tIJiI cae. this event
happens to CQilu:ide with tbe.1bock preausor
minimum; therefore. it is not evident on the
poweNime c:une.

7. As the shock precursor continues to cool.
radiation from the shock front is traDsmitted in
e:reasingly weD, cd the traditional first maxi
mum occurs. Power then r.us as the shock front

3-108

drops in temperature. Point 7 is more dcscri~

tively termed the shock exposure maximum.
8. The air heated by the shock front, screen

ing the hot regions deeper in the fireball, pr~
duces essentially the same phenomenon that was
produced at point S by the shock precursor. As
the air behind the front cools and starts to be
come transparent, the radiated power rust drops
and then levels off at the principal minimum as
radiation from the hotter inner regions of the
fireball begins to penetrate to the outside.

9. During the final maximum (traditionally,
the second maximum). the fireball radiates the
bulk of the thermal energy. The air behiI,d the
shock front continues to become more trans
parent, and the radiated power comes from the
large volume of hot air that constitutes the fire
ball. As each zone of air radiates its energy and
cools below about 6,OOO°K, it becomes~
parent and transmits radiation from a zone
closer to the center. Power output drops as the
so-aDed radiative c:ooIinB wave propaptes ~
ward and the area of the radiating surface
decreases.

10. The fireball becomes 1aqely transparent,
but is still capable of mdiating eneqy as spectral
lines. 'Ibis final phase of tirebalI evolution is call
ed the late time radiatift

.._........
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JBUre 3-59 shows the WJY in which the
Jeiative timinl of some of these events cbanps

with altitude for a 200 kt burst. The numbers in
circles are the same numbers that appear in F"JI"

•

. 8 to"label various events.
From the point of view of thermal eta.

age. e most important chaD&e that F"JIUJe 3-59
shows is that the principal minimum weakens
and f"maUy disappears as it merges with the
debris-sir shock c:atch-up and the final maximum
at high I1titudes. 'Ibis effed c:baDses the shape
of the main thermal pulse and !s the n:ason that
the standard thermal pulse is roughly represent.
live of them1a1 pulses only at altitudes below
about 100.000 feet.

3-26 CompIriscHl with R-.t Analysis

of Exl-ift*'1S •
• AlthoUlh, IS mentioDed previously. thE
computer calculations qreed well with thE
experimental data with which they were~
pared, md the calculations form the basis for a
complete set of data that is compatible and CUI

be put into a form that is suitable for this
manual. they do not nec:essariIy iePieseD't the
Ultimate answeJS. A let of semi-empirical equa
tions has recently been developed that give tm u

and t ra ill of the .theriiW pulses produced by
buists up to 100 kilometers. These equations aft

trau ., 0.042 (pJv)CL44 (P./P)-Ps'P sec.
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Were p is the atmospheric density at. burst alti
tude. an~ p. is the density at the "singular" alti
tude for the yield being considered~which is the
altitude at which the thermal pulse chanaes from
a two peaked pulse to a single peaked pulse. and
which is given by

p. = 0.033 W-1/2 •

and

tmin = 0.00365 (PW)D.44 sec.

For comparative purposes. these values are plot
ted together with the equations given previously

' ..

- .

for t m ax and tm to IS a function of yield for
scaled burst heights of ISO WO· 4 feet. Le.• low
air bursts. in Figure 3-60. 1bis one comparison is
presented only to show some of the uncertainty
associated with the prediction of the thermal
radiation environment. As pointed out previous
ly. the computer calculations~ used as the
basis for the prediction of the thermal environ
ment in this manual for several reasons. one
being that they provide a complete description
of all of the various phenomena in a oompatl"ble
format. Further investigations may reveal that
changes in the presentation of .the data are re.
quired.
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